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Zusamenfassung

Die Kontaktelektrifizierung ist in unserem Alltag allgegenwärtig und ihr kommt
eine enorme Bedeutung für Partikel im Mikrometerbereich zu. Hier könnte sie
in einer Vielzahl von praktischen Anwedungen von erheblichem Nutzen dabei
sein, die Ladung der Partikel zu fördern beziehungsweise zu verhindern. Trotz
umfangreicher Untersuchungen, ein vollständiges Verständnis der Ladungstr-
ansfermechanismen fehlt noch.
In dieser Arbeit wird die Kontaktelektrifizierung aerosolierter Partikel im Mikro-
meterbereich experimentell mit neuartigen Sensortechnologien untersucht.
Eine neue laserbasierte Technik wurde entwickelt, die die gleichzeitige Bestim-
mung von Größe und elektrischer Ladung einzelner Partikel erlaubt, welche
sich in einer speziellen Kammer unter kontrollierten Umweltbedingungen ab-
setzen. Es konnte beobachtet werden, dass Partikel in einem Größenbereich
von 1−8µm die mit der Einlassröhre interargieren elektrifiziert werden, wobei
die Oberflächenladungskonzentration (σ) dabei in einem relativ engen Bere-
ich um ±100e/µm2 (≈±0.02mC/m2) liegt. Erklärungen für diesen Effekt wer-
den in den folgenden Abschnitten diskutiert, wie zum Beispiel die Möglichkeit
der Feldemission an der Kontaktstelle die die Oberflächenladungsdichte besch-
ränkt. In einer zweiten Messtechnik wurde die elektrische Spannung am Injek-
torsystem (z.B. Faraday-Röhre) während der Aerosolisierung gemessen, um
die Größen- und Zusammensetzungsabhängigkeit der geladene Partikel die
das Einlassrohr verlassen zu untersuchen. In Übereinstimmung mit den Werten
von σ die mithilfe der lasergestützten Technik bestimmt wurden, zeigte sich
auch hier, dass die Nettoladung linear mit der gesamten Partikeloberfläche
zunimmt. Aufbauend auf der Zusammensetzungsabhängigkeit der Kontakt-
elektrifizierung wird ein neues, einfaches und physikalisch sinnvolles Mod-
ell vorgeschlagen auf der Grundlage des Elektronentransfers: Bei isolierenden
Oxiden wurde eine lineare Korrelation zwischen σ und der absolute general-
ized relative electronegativity (χAGR) gefunden, welche man mithilfe der Ken-
ntnis der Zusammensetzung der Kontaktflächen erhält; σ= aχAGR−b, mit a =
4.7e/µm2/V, b = −27e/µm2. Dieses prädiktive Modell kann zur Abschätzung
des Ausmaßes der Kontaktladung verwendet werden und zeigt annehmbare
Übereinstimmungen mit der Kontaktelektrifizierung die bei Proben von Vulka-
nasche beobachtet wurden, wenn diese als Siliziumoxide behandelt wurden.
Für Metalle kann festgestellt werden, dass die Ladung mit der Elektronenar-
beitsfunktion sowie der Elektronegativität korreliert, wenn auch nur mit eing-
eschränkter Genauigkeit. Der Prozess der Kontaktelektrifizierung scheint nicht
stark von der Zusammensetzung des Gases beeinflusst zu sein. Auch die Ef-
fekte der relativen Luftfeuchtigkeit, Partikelaggregation (Kohäsion), Haftung
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an der Einlassrohrwand und elektrischer Gasdurchschlag wurden untersucht.
Diese Arbeit soll unser Verständnis der Kontaktelektrifizierung fördern und
neue Herausforderungen an zukünfitige Forschung vorantreiben.
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Abstract

Contact electrification is ubiquitously present in our everyday life and acquires
significant importance for micron scale particles, where it may be of consider-
able use in order to prevent/promote charging in a variety of practical applica-
tions. Despite being widely studied, a complete understanding of the charge
transfer mechanisms is still lacking.
In this work, contact electrification of aerosolized micron scale particles is ex-
perimentally investigated using novel sensor techniques. A new laser-based
technique has been developed, allowing the simultaneous determination of
size and electrical charge of individual particles settling under controlled con-
ditions into a unique environmental chamber. Particles interacting with the
injector tube have been seen to become electrified with a relatively narrow
range of surface charge concentration (σ) around±100e/µm2 (≈±0.02mC/m2)
for all particle sizes in the range 1−8µm. Explanations for this effect are dis-
cussed, including the possibility of field emission at the contact site limiting
the surface charge concentration. In a second measurement technique the
voltage on the injector system (i.e. a Faraday tube) was measured during aero-
solization in order to investigate the size and composition dependence of the
charged particles leaving the injector tube. Again the net charge was seen to in-
crease linearly with the total particle surface area, in agreement with σ values
determined using the laser-based technique. Studying the composition de-
pendence of contact electrification a simple new physically meaningful model
has been put forward based on electron transfer: in the case of insulating ox-
ides a linear correlation was found between σ and the absolute generalized
relative electronegativity (χAGR), obtained by knowing the composition of the
contacting surfaces; σ = aχAGR − b, where a = 4.7e/µm2/V, b = −27e/µm2.
This predictive model may be used for estimating the magnitude of contact
charging, and was seen to give reasonable agreement with observed contact
electrification of volcanic ash samples, when treated as silica. For metals the
charge was observed to correlate with electron work function as well as elec-
tronegativity, though with limited accuracy. The contact electrification pro-
cess was not seen to be greatly affected by gas composition. Also the effects
of relative humidity, particle aggregation (cohesion), adhesion to the injector
tube wall and gas breakdown were investigated.
This work is hoped to advance our understanding of contact electrification
and put forward new challenges for future research.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Contact electrification

When the surfaces of two materials get in contact, a certain amount of elec-
trical charge is usually transferred from one surface to the other, as a result of
what is called contact electrification.
Despite being firstly observed in the antiquity by Thales of Miletus in his ex-
periments rubbing amber against wool [1] and having been widely studied in
the last century, there are still uncertainties upon the most basic mechanisms
of charge transfer: is it due to electron transfer? Or are ions being transferred
instead? Can it be due to bits of material transferred between the two surfaces?
What is the role played by the chemical composition and size scale of the two
materials? How does the surrounding gas and surface water layer influence
the charge transfer? Currently there is no universally accepted physical model
explaining this process. Even the terminology regarding particulate electrifica-
tion is a source of confusion: contact electrification and tribo-electrification
are often interchangeably used in literature. Conventionally, contact electri-
fication is referred as "contact and macroscopic separation leading to charge
transfer" [2], while tribo-electrification puts emphasis upon the dependence
on composition (as in the purely empirical triboelectric series) [2].
The purpose of this study is to experimentally investigate this physical phe-
nomena focusing on aerosolized micron-scale solid particles, using novel pre-
cision techniques in order to determine a dependence upon particles length
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scale, their chemical composition and the surrounding gas properties.
Contact electrification in fine solid particles are studied here because of their
relevance in a wide range of practical problems/applications. In industry, pow-
ders can become electrically charged and several phenomena can occur: in
fluidized beds or pneumatic transport lines charged particles can agglomer-
ate and adhere to the walls, thus reducing the efficiency [3–5]; high electrifi-
cation degree may cause discharging, inducing explosions or fire; pharmaceu-
tical powders can also become charged when flowing during processes, caus-
ing issues related to agglomeration and non homogeneous dosages [6,7]. Also,
many applications have been developed involving controlled charging of pow-
ders: examples are electrophotography [8], electrostatic powder coating [9],
controlled powder flow rate [10], the development of an ’electromechanical
valve for solids’ [11] or promising new methods such as triboelectric separa-
tion for granular plastic waste recycling [12]. Contact charging may represent
an hazard in space applications, e.g. due to intense electric fields generated in
dust storm/dust devils, as it can damage electronic equipment via discharging
or deplete their functionality [13–16]. Geologists also face situations related
to contact charging: in volcanology, explosive eruptions are seen to generate
lightnings within the volcanic ash plume [17, 18] and high charge densities
associated with electric potential gradient have been measured in volcanic
plumes [19, 20]. The dominant charging process for volcanic ash has been
associated to fractoemission from fresh crack surfaces as a result of material
fracture [21]. Electrostatic forces may play a relevant role in wind-driven dust
resuspension processes, e.g. enhancing or depleting adhesion forces between
dust/sand particles in deserts [15] or volcanic ash deposited subsequently to
an eruption [22].

Despite being relevant in such various fields, our understanding of contact
electrification is still poor: in literature several different experimental works
are present, but there is often little agreement upon the mechanisms of charge
transfer and inconsistent results are reported upon the magnitude (and some-
times even the polarity) of the charging process [23, 24]. The most basic ap-
proach for predicting the direction of charge transfer is based on the use of
the triboelectric series, an entirely empirical ordering of materials based on
their tendency to acquire a negative/positive charge. However triboelectric
series are not reliable: an example contradicting the triboelectric series is the
observation of cyclic triboelectric series [25], or the contact charging happen-
ing with two chemically identical materials [23]. Also, the triboelectric series
has been shown not to be entirely reproducible, with different experiments de-
termining different ordering of materials [23]. There are in fact many different
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factors that may affect the reproducibility of an experiment: for example, the
material surfaces often present impurities like dust particles on large surfaces,
or defects at a nano/micro scale on fine powders, which can affect the magni-
tude of contact charging [26]. Generally, chemical-physical surface properties
and environmental conditions play an important role [24, 25].
Focusing on dust (micron-sized) particles represents an additional complica-
tion, as it gets more difficult to study individual particles. However, under-
standing contact charging of such materials is fundamental due to its practi-
cal relevance, even for non-pure surfaces and irregular/unknown shapes: as
Harper writes in his influential review, "it must not be forgotten that the tech-
nologists may be more concerned, in the field of static charging, with the be-
haviour of dog food, for example, than with that of super-pure germanium"
[26].
Understanding how a material can acquire a net charge after contact requires
understanding what species was transfered, the mechanism driving the trans-
fer and the reason why such transfer came to an end [26]. Clearly, a complete
picture of such process would require a deep use of quantum theory of solid
state, whether for practical applications a classical approach may be enough
for interpreting experimental results and derive a size and composition de-
pendence upon the magnitude of charge transferred, as it will be done in this
thesis.

It is well known that electrically conducting or insulating materials behave
differently. In metals, electrons are free to move as their valence and conduc-
tion band overlap, and transfer of electrons happens in partially-filled (con-
duction) bands; in insulators electrons are not free to move as they have a
high band gap, and electrons are normally not able to jump from the valence
to the conduction band.
It is widely accepted that contact charging in metals is due to electron transfer,
and the amount of charge transferred is linearly dependent on the electron
work function φ of the two contacting surfaces [26, 27]: when two metal sur-
faces get in contact, the Fermi levels of both metals come to the same energy
and electrons are transferred from the material with the lower to the one with
the higher work function. The contact potential difference between the two
surfaces is expressed as [24]:

Vc =−φ1 −φ2

e
(1.1)

where φ1 and φ2 are the work function values and e is the electron charge.
The amount of charge transferred can be approximately calculated using the
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following relation [24, 26]:
∆q =C0Vc (1.2)

where C0 is the capacitance between the two bodies at the critical cut-off dis-
tance for charge transfer (i.e. the separation between the two surfaces after
contact). Recently Peljo et al. [28] investigated the Fermi level equilibration af-
ter contact charging, to understand how much charge is transferred and where
it is located. They showed that most of the charge transferred is retained at the
interface as a dipole, and that the charge at the outer surfaces is inducing a
potential difference which is equal to the difference in work function between
the two materials. They also discussed the influence of the contacting surfaces
geometry over the net transferred charge.
However, work function values found in literature may vary substantially due
to the experimental techniques used to measure it, the presence of an oxide
layer on the surface [24] and also because they have a dependence on crystal
orientation [29]. In the work of Harper [26] and Lowell [27] a linear correla-
tion between charge and work function for several metals was attained only
after measuring directly the work function of the contacting surfaces used in
their experiments [26]: this is somehow self consistent, because measuring
the work function as a contact potential difference already implies that charge
has been transferred to equalize such contact potential.

For insulators the picture is far more complicated, as electrons are not free
to move: when a net negative charge is found over the surface of an insulator
it is not clear whether it is due to an excess of electrons or negative ions; con-
versely, a positive charge may be due to a deficit of electrons or an excess of
protons. Three alternative processes are debated to be responsible for contact
electrification in insulators:

1. Electron transfer

2. Ion-material transfer

3. Ion-contaminant transfer

A brief review of these models is presented in the following subsections.

1.1.1 Electron transfer models

For explaining electron transfer in insulators, it is useful to start with the case
of contact electrification between a metal and an insulator: some work has
been done trying to derive an ’effective work function’ for insulators [30] as a
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function of the charge exchanged when in contact with a metal, trying to as-
cribe the charge exchange mechanism to a physical process similar to the well
understood metal-metal contact [24]. The main criticism moved to these mod-
els is that electron transfer is energetically not plausible, as in insulators the
distance between the valence band and the conduction band (i.e. band gap) is
much larger than the available thermal energy kB T (kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant and T is the temperature) [23,25]. Also Harper [26] in his review claimed
that for insulators the charge carriers are never electrons, and put forward an
ion-transfer mechanism. To answer this criticism, originally Lowell and Rose
Innes [31] in their review introduced the theory that non-equilibrated elec-
trons in trapped states within the band gap may be responsible for the charge
transfer in insulators. From thermoluminescence and phosphorescence mea-
surements [32, 33] there is an evidence for the existence of these non equi-
librated electrons in insulators [33], although there is still uncertainty about
the origin and nature of these trapped states [23]. Such electron states are as-
sumed to be localized at the surfaces and directly relate to the effective work
function [34]. Duke and Fabish [35] proposed a ’molecular ion-state model’,
suggesting that electron states in a polymer are spread over a wide range of
energy: these polymers have donor and acceptor states, and electrons can be
transferred via tunneling into a narrow range of energy around the Fermi level
of the contacting metal or, when contact is between insulators, charge is trans-
ferred in an energy window between the centroids of the two energy distribu-
tions of the two insulating materials [24, 35]. Waitukaitis et al. [36] demon-
strated that, in the specific case of contact between two identical surfaces, the
surface density of trapped electrons is not enough to account for the observed
charge transfer.
Quantum chemical calculations have also been performed supporting elec-
tron transfer, [37], and also other recent experimental and numerical work
supports the electron transfer mechanism in insulators [38–40].
McCarty and Whitesides state that experimental observations appear to go
against the electron-transfer model, as it "does not correlate with bulk elec-
tronic properties, such as the dielectric constant, or atomic properties, such as
ionization energy, electron affinity or electronegativity" [25,41]. However, there
are other experimental works that contradict this view relating contact charg-
ing with electronegativity [42, 43], as well as our results in Section 4.1.

1.1.2 Ion-material transfer models

In the special case of ionic materials (i.e. materials having covalently bonded
ions and mobile counterions) charge transfer is thought to be possible in the
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form of mobile ions [25]. This mechanism was well explained in the review
from McCarty and Whitesides [25]: they proposed a model in which mobile
ions at the surface may move from one surface to another due to thermal ac-
tivation by surmounting a potential energy barrier. When the two surfaces
are sufficiently distant apart, the potential barrier is high enough to kineti-
cally trap ions on the surfaces. They also extensively showed experimental ev-
idences of how ion transfer happens when mobile ions are present on the sur-
face of insulating materials [25]. In the reviews [23, 25] the transfer of mobile
ions characteristic of certain material surfaces is named ’ion transfer’, here this
mechanism is referred as ’ion-material transfer’, since the transferred species
directly comes from the ionic material and therefore it can be considered as a
form of what is generally called ’material transfer’.
In the work of Baytekin et al. [44], Kelvin Force Microscopy (KFM) was used to
image surface potentials of various contacting surfaces after separation: it was
shown how each surface acquired a random “mosaic” of positively and nega-
tively charged regions of nanoscopic dimensions, while still showing a certain
net charge. The specific nano-scale regions showed significantly higher values
of surface charge concentration than usually observed, whereas the net charge
over the entire surface was still within the typical observed limits. Such mosaic
has been interpreted as one form of material transfer, "driven by chemical and
micromechanical properties of the material surfaces that are not homogeneous
at a nano/atomic scale" [23] and may be interpreted as broken bonds produc-
ing a positive and negative ion pair. Baytekin’s work shed light over the pos-
sible reason why contact electrification is often so unpredictable, even when
the experimental conditions are apparently the same.
In order to avoid confusion, it is worth remarking that the term ’material trans-
fer’ is also more generally referred as the transfer of relatively large material
fragments from one surface to another [23], typically as the result of friction:
in literature it is often considered as an additional effect and not as a primary
source of electrification [24, 26, 31]. However, the two definitions may be con-
sidered equivalent, since material transfer as a charge carrier is the effect of
bonds breaking [23] and, in fact, the transfer of ions resulting from it.

1.1.3 Ion-contaminant transfer models

In normal atmospheric conditions all surfaces have contaminants that may
come from surface impurities, water layer or the surrounding gas. These con-
taminants might be transferred from one surface to another in the form of
ions, thus carrying charge. The most common and widely present surface
contaminant is adsorbed water, and it appears that it may play an important
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role in the electrification of certain materials. Hydroxide ions (OH−) are of-
ten seen to accumulate at water/solid interfaces [25], segregating from cations
(H+) that are left in solution. A similar phenomena is observed for ionic ma-
terials contacting through water bridges, forming an electrical ’double layer’
between immobile cations at the surface and mobile anions in solution. The
electrical potential at the double layer interface is defined as ’zeta potential’,
and has been seen to correlate with contact charging [25]. Here this process
is defined ’ion-contaminant transfer’, as it requires the presence of a third ele-
ment (i.e. the contaminant, in this case water) to transfer charge between two
surfaces, whereas ion-material transfer can also happen in the absence of wa-
ter (or other surface contaminants).
However it is not clear yet why contact charging is sometimes seen also for
surfaces under extremely dry conditions, suggesting that ionic and non ionic
materials may exchange charge differently, possibly with different species be-
ing transfered (electrons and/or ions). Surfaces in a gaseous environment may
form contacts through water-bridging due to the ambient humidity. In the
work of Pence et al. [45], mobile ion-containing polymers showed almost no
charge for relative humidity RH ≈ 0% and increasing charge up until RH =
30%, with subsequent decrease for RH > 40%, suggesting that water is neces-
sary for the transfer of mobile ions; conversely Nieh and Nguyen [46] observed
increasing charge towards low RH for glass beads (which do not contain mo-
bile ions) flowing in a copper pipe. Also our study (Section 5.4) indicates that
high contact charging is measured with oxides at extremely low RH (¿ 1%).
Such discrepancies again indicate that surface properties also play an impor-
tant role.

We may state at this point that the picture is far from being clear: lacking
general agreement, one likely explanation is that electrons and/or ions can be
transferred depending on the material properties, environmental conditions
and contact mechanisms.

1.1.4 Contact charging with particles of the same composition

It has been observed experimentally [2, 16, 36, 47–51] that in chemically iden-
tical contacting surfaces small particles tend to acquire a negative charge and
bigger ones a positive charge. Lacks and co-workers suggested that this phe-
nomenon might be due to the presence of trapped electrons in high energy
states [50,52], similarly to the idea presented by Lowell and Truscott [33]. How-
ever it has been demonstrated that the surface density of trapped electrons is
not enough to explain the observed electron transfer following the trapped-
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electron model [36], suggesting that ion transfer is the driving mechanism. In
a recent work the electrification in same-particle contacting has been stud-
ied as a function of the air relative humidity [53], the results showed that this
phenomenon is substantially depleted at high RH, essentially disappearing at
RH ≈ 50%. It has also been recently shown that two identical (in composition
and size) polytetrafluoroethylene sheets contacting together usually led to a
random direction of charge transfer, but when one of the two samples was
subjected to plastic deformation they were systematically charged in one di-
rection [54]. The authors interpreted these results as to be due to macroscopic
formation of voids (from nm to mm in size) and not to changes in the molecu-
lar structure of the material.

1.1.5 Magnitude of the measured contact electrification and
limiting mechanisms

Despite such uncertainties over the mechanisms of charge transfer, in many
different experimental work general agreement is found over the order of mag-
nitude of the maximum charge concentration that a particle surface can attain
(usually ranging from 0.01− 0.1mC /m2) [14, 33, 55, 56]. Such a limit is often
calculated dividing the charge by the total particle surface area (typically as-
sumed to be spherical even for irregular shapes for simplicity). However, some
researchers have attempted to estimate the effective contact area relying on
simple models [57], as the charge is obviously exchanged at the contact site
and, in insulators, is assumed not to be readily redistributed over the entire
particle surface.
In the work of Oguchi and Tamatani [42] a linear relationship was found be-
tween a ’generalized electronegativity’ χG and the measured contact electrifi-
cation seen with oxide (shown in Fig. 1.3), fluoride, and sulfide particles. The
concept of generalized electronegativity is explained in Section 1.1.6. Their
interpretation of the observed dependence was based upon ion exchange, i.e.
on the acid-base properties in aqueous or gaseous phase. They also observed
increasing charge-per-mass with the reciprocal of particle size (1/r ) with r the
particle radius (Fig. 1.2): this implies that a specific (mean) surface charge
concentration is generated (as shown in Section 2.5). Interestingly, there is ex-
tremely good agreement between the results found in [42] and this work, as it
will be discussed in Section 6.4.
In the work of Merrison et al. [16] surface charge concentration values within
the expected limits 0.01−0.1mC /m2 and approximately equal number of neg-
atively and positively charged grains were seen, independently of the sample
composition.
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Repeated impacts of particles have been seen to increase the surface charge
concentration. For example a large synthetic rubber sphere (31mm) impact-
ing repeatedly against a metal plate showed increasing charge exponentially
reaching a plateau [58]; similar behaviour has been observed for a large popu-
lation of fine particles [10], or for large surfaces [59, 60].
In [57,61] a dependence upon the impact velocity of particles (pharmaceutical
powders and glass beads, ≈ 500µm) colliding against a reference surface was
observed.
This general agreement over the order of magnitude of surface charge con-
centration presumably has to be due to a limiting mechanism: for example
electrical breakdown through gas between two surfaces can happen when the
electric field is high enough according to the Paschen curve (Fig. 1.1), as it
has often been observed experimentally [62–64]. Alternatively, even in the ab-
sence of gas at extremely high electric fields (> 109V /m) electron field emis-
sion may happen after separation of two contacting surfaces [25, 26].
Inside a material when high surface charge concentrations are present, the
high electric field may cause the dielectric breakdown of the insulating ma-
terial (e.g. around 3 · 107V /m for SiO2). In this case, the material cannot be
considered anymore as a classical insulator [65]. A phenomenon of this type
is sometimes referred as lateral charge spreading.

As an interesting remark, here is quoted the epilogue of the influential
Lacks review who perfectly depicted the difficulties found by researchers when
studying contact electrification: "The first studies on contact electrification were
carried out over 2500 years ago, when experiments showed that rubbing amber
and wool caused the two materials to become oppositely charged. Our scien-
tific understanding of contact electrification has not progressed very far in the
intervening 2500 years—it is still not known what species is being transferred
between the wool and amber to generate the charge, and how rubbing influ-
ences the process. A review paper such as this often concludes with a discussion
of open questions, but we feel that virtually all questions involving electrostat-
ics are in fact open questions. Hopefully, more progress will be made in the next
2500 years" [23].

1.1.6 Electronegativity

The definition of electronegativity (χ) is the tendency of an atom or ion to at-
tract electrons, and represents its energy change (E) with the change of elec-
tron number (N ); χ = −dE/d N [68]. It quantifies the bonding energy be-
tween atoms or molecules, as it expresses the affinity that an atom/ion has
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Figure 1.1: Pashen breakdown curve estimated for air, Ar and CO2, following

the Paschen’s law: VB = B pd
ln(Apd)−ln[ln(1+1/γ)] . The A, B constants are taken

from [66] and [67]; γ= 10−2 is kept constant due to the lack of data in literature.

for electrons. In atoms, electronegativity is typically expressed in the non-
dimensional Pauling’s scale (χP) relative to Hydrogen, and is known for most
elements [69].
Two years after Pauling, another expression in an absolute scale was devel-
oped by Mulliken, also called ’absolute electronegativity’. It is the mean of
ionization potential and electron affinity expressed in energy per unit charge
(k J/mol or eV /e). Its physical meaning is "the energy change which accom-
panies the removal or addition of one electron" [68], but differently from Paul-
ing’s scale is not known for all elements as electron affinity is in some cases
unknown. However, as the two magnitudes are closely related, empirical re-
lations have been developed linking Mulliken’s and Pauling’s electronegativity.
In [70] a linear transformation is presented:

χM = (χP −0.03)/0.322 (1.3)

Where χP is the electronegativity expressed in Pauling’s units and χM is in Mul-
liken’s scale.
Iczkowski & Margrave [68] and Tanaka & Ozaki [71] extended the concept of
electronegativity to describe molecules and ions by including valence: this
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Figure 1.2: Specific charge measured for Al2O3 powder sorted in different
mean particle sizes. Figure reprinted with permission from the work of Oguchi
and Tamatani, 1986 [42].

quantity, named ‘generalized electronegativity’ (χG), represents the electroneg-
ativity of an atom in a molecule:

χG = (1+2Z )χ (1.4)

Where Z is the valence of the element bound in a molecule.
This generalized expression in Eq. 1.4 can then be applied for two surfaces in
contact, i.e. the relative electronegativity between two materials: using Mul-
liken’s scale, this leads to an expression which we named ’absolute generalized
relative electronegativity’ (χAGR):

χAGR = (1+2Z1)χM,1 − (1+2Z2)χM,2 (1.5)

Where χM,1 and Z1 refer to surface 1 and χM,2 and Z2 refer to surface 2.
χAGR can be physically interpreted as a contact potential difference. As will
be shown in this work there is an experimental dependence of this quantity
upon the observed contact electrification (see Section 4.1). This may then
lead to the development of a physically meaningful predictive model for con-
tact electrification also in insulators based upon electron transfer, as it will be
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Figure 1.3: Specific charge measured for a set of oxide powders as a function
of generalized electronegativity expressed in Pauling units. Figure reprinted
with permission from the work of Oguchi and Tamatani, 1986 [42].

discussed in Section 6.1. Such close relation between contact electrification
and generalized electronegativity (Eq. 1.4) has also been previously observed
in the work of Oguchi & Tamatani [42].

1.1.7 Techniques in quantifying contact electrification

Several experimental techniques have been developed through the years to
measure contact charging. While many of the studies found in literature deal
with contact of large surfaces, here the focus will be on the experimental tech-
niques and main results obtained in measuring fine particles (µm sized) con-
tact charging.
The most common, simple and reliable technique uses a Faraday cage, which
is a metal enclosure electrically insulated, here a charged particle entering or
exiting the cage induces an image charge in its inner wall. When the Fara-
day cage is connected to an electrometer/oscilloscope, the mirrored charge
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on the outer wall flows to ground generating a current which is measured to
determine the inner charge. Faraday cages have been used in various geome-
tries: particles electrified after contact with a reference plate were collected
in Faraday cups [43], or as an array of through-type Faraday cage connected
to fluidized beds [72]. The Faraday cage principle was also used to measure
the charge of single particles before and after impact against a reference tar-
get [57, 61].
Electric fields have often been used in order to separate particles depending
on their charge. An electrode collection system was employed by applying
an uniform DC electric field to collect aerosolized dust particles [16]. Laser
Doppler velocimeter [73] and high-speed imaging [51] have also been used to
measure the velocity of oscillating particles under DC electric fields. In par-
ticular in [36] a free-falling camera imaged a bimodal distribution of charged
particles falling under vacuum and drifted by an electric field, measuring a rel-
atively low charge (around 106e for particles ranging from 250 to 320 µm). In
a similar electric field-based separation system, contact electrification is mea-
sured using Faraday cup collectors, where particle are electrified blowing com-
pressed air through a particle bed (’fountain’ technique) in order to investigate
particle-particle contact charging, and trying to eliminate every particle-wall
interaction [47, 48, 53].
A technique similar to that used in this thesis is found in the work of Oguchi
and Tamatani [42, 43]: they used a ’blow-off’ aerosolization method in which
large reference particles (iron oxide 44−74µm, aluminium 74−149µm, quartz
250−840µm) were placed on a stainless steel mesh, and smaller particles (typi-
cally around 0.4µm in diameter) were blown using compressed nitrogen against
the reference ones. Small particles could pass through the mesh sieve/filter
and were collected in a Faraday cup connected to an electrometer to measure
the total developed charge, while the reference material stayed on the mesh
filter.

1.2 Multiphase flows

The experimental techniques utilized in this project are based upon the aero-
solization of micrometer-sized particles into a large environmental chamber.
The aerosolization takes place with the rapid decompression of a gas reservoir
into the low-pressure chamber through a long pipe, which disperses (aeroso-
lizes) the particles. A particle-laden flow is typically called a multiphase flow
[74] (in this case the term particle is referred to solid powder, but it can be also
liquid droplets in a gas flow or gas bubbles in liquid flow). The particles elec-
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A B

p0, T0, ρ0

pA, TA, ρA pB, TB, ρB

pch, Tch, ρch

Figure 1.4: Schematic drawing of the setup: reservoir quantities are character-
ized by the subscript 0, tube entrance by subscript A, tube outlet B, and cham-
ber (ambient) values ch.

trification mainly takes place when they interact/contact with the aerosolizing
tube. For this reason, it is necessary here to introduce aspects of the aerosoliza-
tion (injection) process, analyzing the flow behaviour during decompression
within the injector tube and particle interaction with the gas and the injector
tube. The gas phase during the injection will be analyzed from a theoretical
point of view, followed by a brief introduction to the particle-laden jet form-
ing inside the chamber and the subsequent settling of particles under gravity.

1.2.1 The thermodynamics of the injection process

This subsection deals with the gas decompression from the reservoir and the
flow generated in the tube. Here a qualitative analysis of the evolution of
thermodynamic variables along the injector tube is presented using a 1D ap-
proach. The geometry of the injector system (see Fig. 1.4) consists of a gas
reservoir (characterized by the subscript 0) connected through a convergent
section to the entrance of the injector tube (subscript A) with a constant diam-
eter. The exit of the injector tube (subscript B ) is connected to a large cham-
ber (subscript ch) where pressure pch , temperature Tch and density ρch can
be considered constant far away from the flow perturbation. It is assumed
that the chamber pressure is much lower than the initial reservoir pressure
(pch ¿ p0i ).

The Mach number M is a dimensionless number defined as the ratio be-
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tween the flow velocity U and the local speed of sound:

M = U√
γRT

(1.6)

where γ= cp /cv is the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and volume
and R is the specific gas constant.
The Reynolds number Re is defined as the ratio of inertial to viscous forces,
and relatively to the tube section is expressed as:

Re = ρU D

µ
(1.7)

where D is the tube diameter and µ is the dynamic viscosity.

The flow expansion in the (short) convergent section from the gas reservoir
to the tube entrance, may be considered isentropic [75]. Pressure, tempera-
ture and density at the tube entrance (subscript A) with respect to reservoir
values (subscript 0) are expressed as a function of the tube entrance Mach
number MA using the isentropic gas expansion relations:

p0

p A
=

(
1+ γ−1

2
M 2

A

) γ

γ−1

(1.8)

T0

TA
=

(
1+ γ−1

2
M 2

A

)
(1.9)

ρ0

ρA
=

(
1+ γ−1

2
M 2

A

) 1
γ−1

(1.10)

The tube section may be treated as a Fanno flow [76], where viscous fric-
tion due to shear stress at the wall changes the thermodynamic properties
along the tube. A Fanno flow is based under the assumption of an ideal gas,
adiabatic flow, quasi-1D and quasi-stationary flow, neglecting gravitational
forces. The Fanno model applies to both incompressible/compressible and
subsonic/supersonic conditions.

The Fanno line on the Gibbs plane relating entropy and enthalpy has the
following (dimensionless) form:

∆s

cp
= ln

[(
1

H
−1

) γ−1
2γ

(
2

γ−1

) γ−1
2γ

(
γ+1

2

) γ+1
2γ

H
γ−1
2γ

]
(1.11)
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Figure 1.5: Fanno line (in blu), from Eq. 1.11. The vertical (isentropic) red line
represents the fluid thermodynamic transformation along the short converg-
ing section connecting the reservoir and the tube. The flow in the tube section
follows the Fanno line (from point A to point B) increasing its Mach number
eventually until choked conditions are reached (if the tube is long enough).

where H = cp T /cp T0 is the dimensionless enthalpy ratio, with T the tempera-
ture along the tube and T0 the reservoir temperature. The Fanno line, plotted
in Fig. 1.5, shows that a subsonic flow entering a tube with friction will have
an increase in its Mach number. Conversely the Mach number of a supersonic
flow will decrease as effect of viscous friction. In both cases, M → 1 (choked
condition). The flow may eventually become choked only at the end of the
tube due to viscous friction effect, if the tube is sufficiently long enough. This
phenomenon is sometimes referred as ’friction choking’.
In Fig. 1.5 the isoentropic flow in the (short) converging section is shown with
a vertical red line, whereas by moving on the Fanno line entropy increases be-
tween the tube entrance (A) and exit (B), until choked conditions are reached.

The Fanno relation (Eq. 1.12) expresses the change in Mach number M
along the tube axis d x (x = 0 is the tube entrance, x = L∗ is the tube exit) ac-
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cording to the following relation [76]:

M 2 −1

γM 2
(
1+ γ−1

2 M 2
) d M 2

M 2 =−4 f
d x

D
(1.12)

where f is the Fanning friction factor. The friction factor is a function of the
flow Reynolds number and the tube’s relative roughness.
From Eq. 1.12 it can be seen that if the flow in a generic tube’s section is sub-
sonic (M < 1) then d M/d x > 0 and vice versa. As the nozzle is purely con-
vergent, the flow entering the tube must be subsonic and accelerate along
the tube, eventually reaching choked condition (M = 1) only at the tube exit.
M = 1 at the tube exit is reached if p0/pch is above than a certain critical
value depending on the tube length L, diameter D and friction factor f . When
choked conditions are reached, pB > pch and the tube exit can be considered
underexpanded generating a supersonic jet [77]. Supersonic expansion will
take place in the vicinity of the tube exit allowing the pressure to match with
the chamber pressure. When p0/pch drops below the critical value, the flow
becomes subsonic and the pressure at the tube exit nearly equal the ambient
pressure pB ' pch . This condition applies because large pressure differences
cannot occur over small distances in a subsonic flow.

The Reynolds number along the tube (Eq. 1.7) can be estimated from the
initial condition, assuming choked flow at the tube exit. From the Moody’s
chart, depending on the tube’s relative roughness and Reynolds number, a
Fanning friction factor f is obtained. Eq. 1.12 is then solved between a generic
Mach number and the critical Mach number (M = 1) at the tube outlet, in or-
der to find the Mach number at the tube entrance (Mx=0 = MA) as a function
of a critical length L∗ (i.e. the real experimental tube length):

4 f L∗

D
= 1−M 2

A

γM 2
A

+ γ+1

2γ
ln

( γ+1
2 M 2

A

1+ γ−1
2 M 2

A

)
(1.13)

Pressure, temperature and density at the tube entrance (subscript A) are
calculated with respect to reservoir values (subscript 0) using Eq. 1.8, 1.9, 1.10
knowing the entrance Mach number MA from Eq. 1.13.
p A , TA , ρA can then be used to calculate the exit (choked) values pB , TB , ρB

and their evolution along the tube by using the following relations valid for the
Fanno flow along the tube axis x [75]:

p(x)

pB
= 1

M(x)

√
γ+1

2

(
1+ γ−1

2
M(x)2

)−1

(1.14)
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T (x)

TB
= γ+1

2

(
1+ γ−1

2
M(x)2

)−1

(1.15)

ρ(x)

ρB
= 1

M(x)

√
2

γ+1

(
1+ γ−1

2
M(x)2

)
(1.16)

For Mx=0 = MA , px=0 = p A and pB is obtained. Same procedure is applied to
temperature and density.
Once all the thermodynamic variables are known, the tube Reynolds number
can be computed and used to calculate again the friction factor. However,
from Moody’s chart it can be seen that f approaches a constant value for high
Re and relative roughness (i.e. fully developed turbulence).
Whereas p0, T0 and ρ0 change over time as the gas reservoir discharges, Eq.
1.14, 1.15, 1.16 remain valid until the flow is choked at the tube outlet. The
initial values are known (p0i , T0i and ρ0i ). In order to determine the time evo-
lution of these variables additional hypothesis need to be formulated in the
reservoir (e.g. adiabatic or isothermal).
These set of equations will be applied in Section 2.3.1 to the experimental in-
jector system used in this work for a predictive estimate of the gas-phase be-
haviour (M , p, T , ρ).

1.2.2 Lift/adhesion force balance against the injector tube wall and
aggregation/cohesion

Whether a particle lying on a surface in gas flow will be resuspended or will
stay attached to the surface depends on the force balance acting on a particle,
which in its most simple form is composed by the balance between the ad-
hesion force and the flow-induced lift force (gravity is typically neglected for
micron-sized particles as the adhesive force is much larger).
For micrometer sized particles in contact with a surface, determining the ad-
hesion force is challenging and requires sensitive measurement techniques.
The most successful one has been atomic force microscopy (AFM), where a
sample (e.g. a single particle) is mounted on a cantilever: the tip of the AFM
gets in contact with the particle, the adhesive force (Fadh) is measured when
the cantilever force overcomes the adhesive tip–sample interaction, i.e. the
so-called ’pull-off force’ [78]. Jones et al. [79, 80] and Heim et al. [81] mea-
sured adhesive forces of micrometer-sized particles. Results showed that Fadh

linearly increases with particle size [81]; the effects of surface roughness and
relative humidity are important, and hydrophobic/hydrophilic materials be-
have differently [79].
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Contact between two solid spherical particles is usually described by either
the model of Johnson, Kendall and Roberts (JKR) [82], valid for large and soft
bodies with high surface energies, or by the Derjaguin, Muller and Toporov
(DMT) model [83] which is more accurate for small hard particles with low
surface energy and accounts also for non-contact forces in proximity of the
contact area. The adhesive (pull-off) force in these two models is written as
FJKR = 3πrγ and FDMT = 4πrγ, where r is the particle radius (in case of parti-
cle contacting against a much larger surface) and γ is the effective solid surface
energy [80, 81].
Semi-empirical models have also been developed [15, 84], where adhesion
force Fadh is written as:

Fadh = 2Cadhr (1.17)

with Cadh the adhesion coefficient, empirically determined. The adhesion
force is typically considered as a combination of van der Waals, electrostatic,
capillary and chemical bonds [78], i.e. electrostatics may play an important
role, as observed in fluidized beds and pneumatic transport lines (see Section
1.1). Cohesive agglomerates of particles (which in this work will usually be
referred as aggregates) are constituted by multiple particles sticking together
due to the effect of the adhesive force. Here effects of humidity and electro-
statics may be very important.
The flow-induced lift force FL is expressed as:

FL =CLρU 2
∗r 2 (1.18)

where CL is the lift coefficient, ρ is the fluid density, U∗ is the friction speed
[15]. Pitot tube or laser Doppler velocimeter are typically used for measuring
the turbulent boundary layer profile, in order to determine the surface shear
stress, defined as:

τf = ρU 2
∗ (1.19)

Experimental determination of the threshold shear stress for particle detach-
ment provide a useful tool in understanding the force balance acting on parti-
cles: e.g. in the work of Matsusaka et al. [85] it was examined the undisturbed
wind speed necessary for removing a monolayer of micron-sized particles as
a function of particle size. In our recent work [22] the effect of humidity and
particle size was studied together with high speed imaging of the detachment
dynamics.
The friction speed may also be estimated by knowing the undisturbed flow ve-
locity (e.g. at the tube center), using the standard boundary layer theory and
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empirically determined constants from [86]:

U (z) =U∗(a ln

(
zU∗
ν

)
+b) (1.20)

where z is the height from the tube surface, ν is the kinematic viscosity, a = 2.5
and b = 5.5 [86].
The flow shear stress can be compared to the experimentally determined thresh-
old shear stress τth necessary for particle detachment, using the models devel-
oped in Merrison, 2012 [15] and Shao & Lu, 2000 [84]:

τth = 2Cadhr

CLr 2 (1.21)

The two empirical parameters can be approximately estimated as Cadh ≈ 1.5 ·
10−4 and CL ≈ 160 [84].
The threshold shear stress and fluid shear stress can be compared in order to
predict whether a particle can be resuspended from the injector tube surface
by a gas flow. This will be useful when analyzing results in Section 5.2.

1.2.3 The jet

This subsection deals with expansion of the gas at the tube outlet into the low
pressure chamber (Fig. 1.4). As discussed in subsection 1.2.1, as long as the
tube outlet is choked it can be considered as an underexpanded nozzle gener-
ating a supersonic jet [77]. Here the term underexpanded means that the gas
pressure could not expand enough to match the ambient pressure. The pres-
sure is then adjusted to the chamber pressure through a series of shock waves
and expansion waves, forming the so-called shock cell structure depending
on the injector geometry and the pressure ratio between the reservoir and the
chamber [77]. The initial pressure release through the tube forms a compres-
sion wave at the tube outlet. The large velocity gradients initially generated
lead to the formation of a vortex ring, growing until a critical size and succes-
sively propagating along the axial direction [77]. The vortex ring detaches from
the trailing jet (when present) propagating further, and successive vortices in
the shear layer are generated.
The Reynolds number at the tube outlet can be estimated in first approxima-
tion using the Fanno flow relations (Section 1.2.1), and in the experimental
setup specific for this work depends mainly on the initial reservoir-to-ambient
pressure ratio (p0i /pch). As the chamber pressure is always low (pch = 2.5−
10mbar ), the controlled reservoir pressure determines whether the generated
jet will be fully turbulent. Dimotakis [87] reported that Re > 10000 is needed
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for a fully turbulent jet.
In Section 2.3.2 observations of the experimentally produced jet are discussed.

1.2.4 Settling: Stokes and Epstein (molecular) regime

The terminal settling velocity for spherical particles is reached when the gravi-
tational force Fg = ρp

4
3πr 3 is balanced by the drag Fd force of the surrounding

gas acting on a particle:
Fg = Fd (1.22)

Stokes derived a relation expressing the drag force acting on a sphere, valid
when the particle Reynolds number Rep is considerably smaller than 1:

Rep = ρ f 2rUp

µ
¿ 1 (1.23)

The particle Reynolds number tends to zero when the particle characteristic
length 2r is small, its velocity is low, the surrounding medium has an high vis-
cosity or the gas has a low density.
In this flow condition, also called Stokes flow, the Navier-Stokes equation for
incompressible flows can be simplified neglecting the non-linear terms, while
the viscous terms are still present: this results in a linear differential equation
with an analytical solution. In Stokes flow, only the viscous force is acting on
the particle.
Stokes expressed the drag force as:

Fd =−6πµrUp (1.24)

This equation, also called Stokes law, was derived under the assumption that
the sphere is rigid, there is steady-flow condition around it and there is no-slip
at the sphere’s surface.
However, the no-slip condition is valid only while the flow can be considered
to be in the continuum regime and it leads to the failure of the Stokes law in
rarefied gases, i.e. for gases where the mean free path of the gas λ is larger
than the size of the sphere 2r . This happens when the Knudsen number K n is
larger than unity:

K n = λ

2r
> 1 (1.25)

For K n > 1 the gas can not be considered anymore as a continuum medium,
but it rather consists of individual gas molecules colliding with the sphere’s
surface. This condition is relevant for micron scale aerosols in the upper tro-
posphere, where the air has a low density, and also in normal atmospheric
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condition (p = 1bar , T = 293K ) for ultra-fine particulate (e.g. PM0.1, namely
particles < 0.1µm), where the mean free path is λ= 67nm.
Cunningham first proposed a correction factor to Stokes law for non-continuum
flows taking into account for slip at the particle surface [88], later modified by
Knudsen and Weber. This correction includes 3 empirical parameters (α, β

and γ), successively measured by Millikan [89,90]. This is also called Cunning-
ham slip correction factor, given by the expression:

C = 1+K n

α+βe
−

γ

K n

 (1.26)

Epstein in 1924 [91] used kinetic theory to calculate the drag force on a sphere
in the free molecular regime (K n À 1). This has the advantage of having a
physically meaningful expression with only one free empirical parameter δ

which expresses the type of surface scattering, i.e. δ= 1 for specular scattering
and δ= 1 for diffuse scattering. The drag force was expressed by Epstein with
the following equation:

Fd,Eps =−4

3
πδr 2ρg cU (1.27)

where c is the mean molecule speed from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion:

c =
√

8kB T

πmmol
(1.28)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and mmol is the molecular mass of the gas.
In the work Alois et al. 2017 [92], differently from Epstein work, c has been
considered as the root mean square velocity of the gas molecules, following
the equation:

crms =
√

3kB T

mmol
(1.29)

with crms/c = 1.0854. In this thesis the classical definition from Epstein will be
used.
The scattering parameter δ was calculated by Epstein deriving several expres-
sions depending on how the gas molecules were scattered by the surface of the
sphere. In this work, an experimentally measured value for the slip parameter
δ= 1.15 is used, based on a previous study on settling speed performed by An-
dreas Boes Jakobsen [93].
By knowing the analytical expression for the drag force in the molecular regime,
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the settling velocity as a function of time U (t ) can be derived by solving the dif-
ferential equation:

mU̇ = Fd,Eps −mg (1.30)

where m is the mass of the particle.
By imposing the initial condition U (0) = 0, the equation is solved analytically
as:

U (t ) = mg

k

1−e
−

kt

m

 (1.31)

By writing the particle mass m = 4/3πr 3ρp , the time constant τ = m/k gives
the expression:

τ= ρp r

ρg cδ
(1.32)

and the terminal settling velocity Ut = mg /k is:

Ut =
ρp g r

ρg cδ
(1.33)

Epstein model has been extensively used in this work, as the velocity of par-
ticles settling in a low pressure chamber (where K n À 1) has been measured
using a Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) in order to derive their size (details
are shown in Section 2.4).
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS

2.1 Aarhus wind tunnel simulator II (AWTSII)

The main facility that has been used during this project is an environmental
chamber named ’Aarhus Wind Tunnel Simulator II’ (AWTSII)1 [94]. It is a recir-
culating wind tunnel originally designed to reproduce atmospheric conditions
(e.g. on the Martian surface), and well suitable for research on aerosols. The
facility is a cylindrical vacuum chamber (2.1m inner diameter and 10m length,
with a total volume of 35m3, see Fig. 2.1) and allows precise and independent
control over atmospheric parameters, i.e. pressure, temperature, humidity,
wind speed and gas composition. Importantly, aerosolized particles can be
dispersed in the chamber. The facility is equipped with multiple flanges both
on the sides and at the top of the chamber. They can be used for windows,
cable connections and for an aerosol injection system (Section 2.3). This al-
lows particles to be aerosolized inside the chamber while simultaneously con-
trolling atmospheric parameters of the surrounding gas. These characteristics
make this facility particularly suitable for studies of aerosols and contact elec-
trification, where atmospheric parameters need to be constrained.
The gas composition can be controlled by evacuating the chamber down to a
minimum of ≈ 0.02mbar and re-filling it with gas until the desired pressure is
reached. A capacitance-type pressure sensor (Pfeiffer APR 250) is used to mon-

1http://marslab.au.dk/windtunnel-facilities/wind-tunnel/
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itor the chamber pressure for pressures above 1mbar, and is independent of
the gas composition. For pressures below ≈ 1mbar, a Pirani gauge (Pfeiffer
TPR 280) is used: this sensor is accurate at low pressure and has a reliable
range of around 0.01 – 100 mbar, though it is specifically designed for air and
becomes highly inaccurate when measuring other gases, in particular at pres-
sures above 1 mbar [94].
Humidity can be controlled both in the environmental chamber and in the in-
jector (aerosolizing) system. The chamber is equipped with an Honeywell thin
polymer film sensor measuring the relative humidity (RH) [94]. Generally, low
humidity (RH < 2%) are reached when using air at the typical working pres-
sure of these experiments (≈ 2.5mbar) due to the low partial pressure of water
in the chamber.
The chamber temperature is monitored using Pt100 sensors [94]. Cooling of
the gas inside the chamber can be achieved by flowing liquid nitrogen into two
cooling plates in aluminium (2m×1.8m×5cm for 480kg) constituting the test
section, or by using another heat exchanger in aluminum that can be placed
inside and removed from the test section, allowing the wind flow to cool down
by convection.
A Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) (see Section 2.4) is used to measure dust
particles velocity, and is suitable also to measure the flow velocity for dust par-
ticles that are coupled with the flow.
It is possible to operate a high speed camera within the AWTSII using a small
(length: 42cm, diameter: 25cm) pressurized chamber, connected to a flange
through two tubes allowing cabling and ventilation.
The facility has been extensively used when performing experiments with the
LDV-based technique (Section 2.4) and the Faraday tube technique (Section
2.5).

2.2 Aarhus Wind Tunnel Simulator I (AWTSI)

The ’Aarhus Wind Tunnel Simulator I’ (AWTSI) is an earlier prototype of the
AWTSII developed at Aarhus University [95]. It can control environmental con-
ditions similarly to AWTSII (i.e. pressure, temperature, humidity, gas composi-
tion) and can be equipped with the same aerosolizer system described in 2.3.
The chamber (see Fig. 2.2) is around 0.8m wide and 3m long, with a cylindri-
cal central wind tunnel (0.4m in diameter and 1.5m long) and a total volume
of ≈ 1.3m3. It can be evacuated down to ≈ 0.03mbar.
Some of the experiments performed in this chamber needed a control over
relative humidity (Section 5.4): low RH (¿ 1%) could be achieved by filling
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2.2. Aarhus Wind Tunnel Simulator I (AWTSI)

(a) 3D CAD of AWTSII

(b) Picture of AWTSII

Figure 2.1: 3D CAD of AWTSII (a) and a picture of it (b).
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the chamber with dry gas (e.g. Argon); high relative humidity (e.g. RH ≈ 50%)
was achieved by evacuating the chamber (p < 0.05mbar) and re-filling it with
the desired partial pressure of pure water vapor, from which RH can be deter-
mined at room temperature (20°C). This facility has been extensively used for
experiments using the Faraday cage technique (2.5), while the LDV technique
(2.4) requires the use of the AWTSII (2.1) due to its bigger volume allowing set-
tling of particles.

2.3 The aerosolizing system

An aerosolizing injector system has been developed in order to disperse a mass
of particles into the environmental chamber (AWTSII or AWTSI). This was used
for investigating the contact electrification generated after particle/particle
and particle/wall (i.e. the internal surface of the injector tube) contact. The
aerosolization process was achieved by the rapid decompression of a small (≈
24cm3) gas reservoir into the environmental chamber. The gas passed through
the injector tube (4mm internal diameter, 500mm long) aerosolizing around
10−15mg of the sample (Fig. 2.3).
An injection cycle was began by placing the powder sample into the T piece
section. This section was sealed and carefully evacuated into the chamber by
opening valve 4-5. Successively the ball valve (2) was opened. The pressure in
the gas reservoir section was adjusted by using valves 3, 5 and 6 and was mon-
itored by a Pirani pressure sensor (Pfeiffer TPR 280) placed between valves
3 and 5. The injection was initiated by opening an electronically-controlled
pneumatic valve 1 which caused flow of the gas volume into the chamber, dis-
persing (aerosolizing) the particles. The flow generated a particle-laden jet
expanding into the chamber. Care was taken to clean the injector tube when
changing sample in order to avoid contamination. The decompression pres-
sure ratio between the reservoir and the AWTSII chamber (p0i/pch) controlled
the pipe flow and particle-laden jet dynamics (see Section 1.2.1 and 1.2.3).
The injector system could be oriented in angular direction by carefully adjust-
ing two analogue Palmer micrometers: this allowed the jet to disperse into
a specific chamber region, e.g. where the electrostatic analyzer system was
placed (Fig. 2.4). The aerosolizing system could be installed either on side
flanges of AWTSI and AWTSII, or on the top flange of AWTSII. When injecting
from the top, the injection tube was bent by 90° allowing the particles to be
emplaced in the T piece.
The injection tube and the T piece were electrically insulated from the envi-
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(a) 3D CAD of AWTSI

(b) Picture of AWTSI

Figure 2.2: 3D CAD of AWTSI (a) and a picture of it (b).
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ronmental chamber and other parts of the injection system; this was achieved
using plastic O-rings/clumps.
Various injector tube materials have been used (stainless steel 316L, copper,
borosilicate glass, quartz and alumina). When using non-conductive injector
tubes they were enclosed in conductive (copper) foil, thereby functioning as
a Faraday cage. Valve 2 was made of stainless steel (≈ 2cm long, i.e. 4% of
the total injector tube length, 50cm), and electrification measurements could
have been affected by contact between particles and the inner valve surface;
nevertheless, specific tests to quantify this effect were performed where the
ball valve was floating and the charge generated in the T piece and long tube
section was studied individually (see Fig. 5.8, Section 5.5). Results showed no
change in the charge leaving the T piece and entering the long tube section,
i.e. the ball valve effect on charge measurement is negligible.

In the case of injection at low over pressure some of the particles could not
be dispersed and either remained inside the injector tube or were injected as
aggregates, which were observed to be as large as mm size. After repeated in-
jections evidence has been seen for a gradual accumulation of microspheres
within the injector tube, specifically: particle dispersion increased after re-
peated injections, and aerosol generation was observed even without adding
further powder material. When injecting with high overpressure (e.g. 1000mbar
in the gas reservoir and 2.5mbar in the environmental chamber) many of these
phenomena were no longer observed. Theoretical considerations over adhe-
sive/lift forces within the injector tube and experimental quantification of the
degree of aggregation for silica microspheres are presented respectively in Sec-
tion 1.2.2 and 3.3.
Electrical breakdown was sometimes observed between the particles and in-
jector tube. This was seen as sudden changes in measured injector tube volt-
age and/or from the light emitted with the use of an high speed camera (results
are shown in Section 5.3).

2.3.1 Evolution of the thermodynamical parameters along the tube
and particle cooling

Based on theoretical considerations made in Section 1.2.1, the thermodynami-
cal quantities for this specific injector system have been derived. This will help
understanding the dynamics of the injection process and interpreting the re-
sults. Note that it is not expected that the adiabatic and quasi-stationary flow
approximations used here are highly accurate for this experimental case, so
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(a) Schematic setup

(b) Picture

Figure 2.3: A schematic of the aerosolizing system (a) and a picture of the alu-
minium oxidide T piece and injector tube (b). In this picture the tube is en-
closed in conductive copper foil, except for the last 2 cm.

the following calculations will only provide an order-of-magnitude estimate
and serve as guidelines in absence of direct experimental measurements.
The gas phase will be examined, the presence of particles (i.e. the inter-coupling
between the gas phase and the solid particles) is neglected for simplicity. The
highest decompression ratio case will be considered, in which the reservoir
pressure is initially set at ambient pressure (p0i = 105Pa) and discharges into
the atmospheric chamber set at pch = 250Pa. Given such decompression pres-
sure ratio p0i /pch = 400, the Mach number at the tube outlet is expected to be
M = 1. With regard to possible adiabatic cooling effects this is a ’worst case
scenario’ case.
An average Reynolds number of ReD = ρU D/µ ≈ 3.5 · 104 is estimated at the
tube outlet, where M = 1 and the fluid density and temperature are derived
from the initial reservoir conditions using Eq. 1.9 and 1.10. Assuming a smooth
tube, from Moody’s chart a Darcy friction factor 4 f ≈ 0.025 is obtained.
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ΔV ΔV

a) b)

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the effect of tilting the injector system
with respect to the electrodes region: a) straight injector, the jet core settle
within the electrodes region b) tilted injector, the outer part of the jet settles in
the electrodes region.

By imposing L∗ = 0.5m (i.e. the real tube length of our experimental setup)
a Mach number at the duct entrance MA ' 0.36 is found from Eq. 1.13. The
Mach number successively increases along the tube, finally reaching M = 1 at
the tube outlet.
The Mach number and thermodynamic parameters relative to the reservoir
(p/p0, ρ/ρ0 and T /T0) have been calculated as explained in Section 1.2.1. The
results are shown in Fig. 2.5 between the duct entrance (point ’A’) and outlet
(point ’B’). These calculations are valid while the flow is choked.

Fig. 2.5 shows that substantial cooling happens only towards the end of
the tube: for an initial reservoir temperature T0i = 293K, the maximum gas
cooling at the end of the tube is estimated as ∆Tmax ' 49K. It is important to
note that experimentally the measured charge is not seen to vary significantly
with the tube length after ' 38% of the total tube length (see Section 5.5) or
with the initial reservoir pressure in the range p0i = 104 − 105Pa (see Section
5.2): this strongly indicates that temperature changes of the gas/particle dur-
ing the injection process do not affect the measured charge (electrification).

It is useful to estimate the Stokes number, which expresses the ratio be-
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Figure 2.5: The evolution of Mach number, pressure, temperature and den-
sity ratio with respect to their reservoir values, as a function of the non-
dimensional duct section 4 f L/D . The nozzle-duct system is represented
schematically on top.

tween particle and flow characteristic time:

St = τpU

D
=

ρp d 2
pU

18µD
(2.1)

Where U is the fluid velocity and D is the tube diameter. For St ¿ 1 a parti-
cle follows the flow, for St À 1 particles detach from the flow, especially under
large velocity gradients.
The second expression in Eq. 2.1 is valid for low particle Reynolds number
Rep = ρ f (U −Up )dp /µ < 1, i.e. for low relative velocity between the particles
and the gas flow (e.g. ≈ 3m/s for a 10µm particle). As the relative velocity be-
tween the gas and the particles is unknown it should be noted that, if Rep > 1,
Eq. 2.1 would then result in an overestimate of the Stokes number [96].
An order-of magnitude calculation for a Silica particle computed using the
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Figure 2.6: Stokes number along the tube for a 1µm and a 10µm Silica particle.

Fanno flow relations for the gas flow with the initial reservoir conditions used
here, indicates that a 1µm particle should be well coupled with the flow, while
a 10µm particle should already have a Stokes number larger than 1 (Fig. 2.6).

In the experimental work of Lau et al. [97, 98] measurements were per-
formed in order to determine the particle concentration at the exit of a pipe
flow, here it was shown that particles with St < 1 tend to accumulate in the
near-wall region while particles with St > 10 tend to be more concentrated in
the bulk region (i.e. the center of the tube). This implies that there may be ex-
pected structure observed in the particle-laden jet depending on the varying
flow conditions and particle size.

2.3.2 Experimental observation of the jet

After leaving the injector tube, the gas phase coupled with particles form a
particle laden jet. The characteristics of the jet were seen to be dependent on
the reservoir and chamber pressure. When injecting with atmospheric pres-
sure (p0i = 1000mbar) and low chamber pressure (pch = 2.5−10mbar) a highly
turbulent jet was seen, and particles were dispersed in a large portion of the
AWTSII chamber. When performing low pressure injections (p0i ' 10mbar,
pch ' 2.5mbar) an (apparently laminar) vortex ring and trailing jet was visible
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Figure 2.7: Snapshots from a camcorder video filming the injection process.
The injector tube is placed in the flange at the top of the image. The jet has
a low Reynolds number due to the low pressure in the chamber and the low
overpressure it was generated with. A particle-laden jet settles in AWTSII.

and could be imaged with the use of a camcorder (screenshots are shown in
Fig. 2.7 and 2.8). In the case of such a low-pressure injection the jet region
was seen to have a lower spreading angle and stayed confined in a narrower
region.
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Figure 2.8: Experimental setup including the injection tube generating a lam-
inar jet, a box with an high speed camera at the top left and a laser Doppler
velocimeter at the bottom. This picture is a still shot from an high speed cam-
era video filmed from an outer window of AWTSII

2.4 System for single-particle electrification
measurements (LDV-based technique)

During the injection process contacts between particles and the injector tube
lead to a net transfer of electrical charge. The experimental techniques used in
this work for quantifying the contact electrification of particles will be shown
in the following sections. The first measurement technique presented here
has been developed specifically for this work: a 2D Laser Doppler Velocime-
ter (LDV) capable of measuring the vertical and horizontal velocity of single
particles, allows the simultaneous determination of size and electrical charge
of individual particles (see schematic setup in Fig. 2.9). The particle-laden jet
(particle cloud) formed during the injection process settles through a pair of
parallel electrodes across to which an electric field is applied (Fig. 2.10). Al-
ternating polarity is used typically with a frequency of 10Hz, in order to avoid
drift of the electrified particles out of the measurement volume and collision
with the electrodes. The electrodes have a separation of 2.2cm and a diameter
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Figure 2.9: A schematic of the LDV-based technique setup.

ΔV
(a) Schematic setup (b) Picture

Figure 2.10: A schematic of the electrodes (here the oscillating settling particle
path has been exaggerated for better visualization) (a) and a picture of it (b).

of 5cm. Voltages between 15V - 600V were used (typically 30V) corresponding
to electric fields in the range 7 ·102V/m−2.7 ·104V/m.

The system was tested and calibrated by turning on and off the electric
field on the electrodes while measuring the horizontal velocity of individual
settling particles: in Fig. 2.11 a clear change is shown when 0V or 30V AC
(10Hz) were applied. The AC voltage was driven by an analog electronic sys-
tem synchronized with the LDV system. This allowed the polarity of the ap-
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Figure 2.11: Histogram of measured horizontal velocity with the LDV. Left: 0V
applied. Right: 30V AC at 10Hz applied.

plied voltage to be determined for each detected particle velocity.

Typically the aerosol injector was oriented horizontally 1m from and 0.6m
above the electrodes. Experiments have been performed also injecting from
the top of the chamber. A Palmer micrometer system was used to control the
orientation of the jet with respect to the electrode region (2.3) such that the
electrification of different regions within the jet structure could be sampled.
Typically chamber pressures of 2.5 – 10 mbar and injection pressures of 8.5 –
40 mbar were used. The pressure was chosen so that the settling velocity was
within a desirable measurable range (0.1–5cm/s). Injecting with low pressure
also had the benefit of reducing turbulence in the measurement region (i.e.
low Reynolds number).
A 2D Laser Doppler Velocimeter (Dantec LDV - 2D flowlite1) measured instan-
taneously the horizontal (Ux) and vertical (Uy) velocity of individual particles.
The LDV had 4 laser beams (2 each for measuring the vertical and horizontal
velocity component) crossing in the interception volume, which consists of a
fringe pattern due to the interference of the two laser beams. The two beams
are slightly shifted in frequency, so that the fringes created by the interference
pattern are moving with constant velocity: this allows both the positive and
negative velocity vectors to be measured. When a particle passes through the
laser beam interception it back-scatters the laser light into the LDV photode-
tector. The shift in the light frequency due to the particle velocity (Doppler
shift) causes a shift in the frequency of the detected light signal (re-shift of the
observed fringe pattern) from which the particle velocity can be calculated.
The system should not need any calibration and should be extremely precise.
The laser beam interception point depends on the lens used: typically in this
study a lens with 1500mm focal length was used, due to the setup geometry
(i.e. measuring approximately in the middle point of the chamber). The disad-
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Figure 2.12: A schematic representation of the LDV system. Figure reprinted
from DANTEC website2.

2 https://www.dantecdynamics.com/measurement-principles-of-lda

vantage of using such a long focal length is the reduced intensity of the scat-
tered light from the particle surface. The measurement volume given by Dan-
tec [99] is 1.3mm3.

Assuming the particles are spherical Uy and Ux are used to derive the re-
spective electrical charge (q) and radius (r ) of individual single grains apply-
ing a simple force balance expression. The differential equations governing
the motion on a sphere can be written in a Cartesian system by applying a
force balance in the two directions (the vertical direction y - gravitational set-
tling, and the horizontal direction x - electric field drift) as:

m ~̇Uy +~FD,Eps,y +m~g = 0 (2.2)

m ~̇Ux +~FD,Eps,x +q~E = 0 (2.3)

Given the particle size and gas density, drag is described by molecular scat-
tering (see Section 1.2.4) as it is characterized by a Knudsen number always
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greater than 3 (K n = λ/2r > 3). Here ~FD,Eps =−k~U is the molecular drag force

using Epstein expression [91], with k = 4

3
πδr 2ρg c; m is the mass of a particle;

g is the gravitational acceleration; q is the electrical charge on a particle; E is
the applied electric field.
By imposing the initial conditions for Eq. 2.2:

Uy (0) = 0 (2.4)

and for Eq. 2.3:

Ux (0) =UT,x = qE

k
(2.5)

These first-order ordinary differential equations can be solved giving the solu-
tions:

Uy (t ) =UT,y

1−e
−

kt

m

 (2.6)

Ux (t ) =UT,x

1−2e
−

kt

m

 (2.7)

UT,y = mg

k
and UT,x = qE

k
are the terminal velocity respectively in the vertical

and horizontal direction.
The particle time constant τ is defined as:

τ= m

k
= ρp r

ρg cδ
(2.8)

Particles counted within a time < 2 · τ (typically τ < 10−2s) before and after
the polarity-switch time were deleted from the results. Given a typical settling
velocity Ut,y = 2cm/s for a 4µm particle, the electrodes diameter of 5cm and
the frequency of the oscillating electric field 10Hz, a particle is expected to
be drifted more than 10 times during its settling through the electrodes. The
analytical solution for the velocity Ux (t ) and position x(t ) profiles over time is
shown in Fig. 2.13.

Particle radius and charge are calculated using the equations:

r = Uyδρg

gρp

√
8kBT

πmmol
(2.9)
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Figure 2.13: Horizontal velocity and position profile of a typical particle used
during the experiments (silica microsphere, d = 4µm, 30V applied at the elec-
trodes changing polarity with a frequency of 10 Hz and q = 3100e).

q = 4πδρg r 2Ux

3E

√
8kBT

πmmol
(2.10)

Where µ is the molecular viscosity of the gas, ρg is its density, mmol is its
molecular mass, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature (≈ 300K ),
E is the electric field and ρp is the particle mass density. The free parame-
ter in Epstein’s drag model has been taken from a previous study of settling
speeds [93] as δ= 1.15.
As discussed in Chapter 1, it is useful to calculate the surface charge concen-
tration on a single particle (assuming it is spherical and the charge is spread
over the entire surface) using the relation:

σ= q

4πr 2 (2.11)

Limitations with the use of the LDV technique

There are several physical factors which potentially significantly could affect
the accuracy of the LDV measurements and for which care was taken during
measurement taking and analysis. These will be discussed here:
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• Measuring sub-µm particles: It is problematic to use this technique with
particles smaller than 1 µm, as the LDV becomes insensitive at such
small scales. This is due to the insufficient amount of light reflected
into the detector. The detector efficiency is heavily dependent on par-
ticle size: it was experimentally observed that individual grains signifi-
cantly less than 1 µm in diameter could not be measured reliably, as the
number of single grains counted drops towards zero despite the higher
number of injected particles. It should be noted that some particles (e.g.
Fe, Zn, W) would be expected to absorb light due to their dark colour,
causing reduced light scattering efficiency.

• Non-spherical particles: In the determination of size and charge, the par-
ticles are assumed to be spherical. However in some cases non-spherical
particles were used. This will be a source of uncertainty due to the dif-
ferent drag coefficient with respect to a spherical particle.

• Jet-induced turbulence: Turbulence induced by the injection process may
introduce random fluctuations in velocity measurements if the pertur-
bation reaches the electrodes region. An example of such jet-induced
turbulence on LDV measurements is shown in Fig. 2.14. Turbulence can
be considerably reduced by lowering the decompression pressure ratio
between the gas reservoir and the chamber. It has been observed exper-
imentally that a pressure ratio of ≈ 10 generally produces undisturbed
results.

• Chamber gas turbulence (Brownian motion): Turbulent velocity fluctu-
ations of the gas inside the chamber are always present, independently
from the aerosolizer induced flow. These are typically significant only
for high chamber pressure and/or small particles where the measured
velocities are low (¿ 1cm/s). Assuming the distribution of these fluc-
tuations is a Gaussian function, the mean value of the measurements
would not be affected, but will rather increase the variance of the veloc-
ity distributions. An example of this effect is shown in Fig. 2.15.

• Aggregation: Particle aggregation (cohesion) would be observed as a dis-
tribution of particles measured with increased size (asymmetry in the
size distribution, see Fig. 2.16). Such observation are commonly made
especially with the smallest particles (≤ 1µm). This will be studied in
detail in Section 3.3.
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Figure 2.14: An example of jet-induced turbulence for the measured vertical
velocity profile Uy of 2µm Silica microspheres spheres as a function of time.
The first measured particles are driven by the jet turbulence, and the mea-
sured velocity is higher than what would be expected for such particles (i.e.
the velocity reached after 15 s, around 2cm/s).

Figure 2.15: Histogram and underlying probability distribution for respec-
tively 2 µm Silica microspheres settling in air at 10 mbar (left) and 2.6 mbar
(right). Lower gas pressure in the chamber reduces the chamber gas turbu-
lence.
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Figure 2.16: Aggregation seen as a tail in the distribution of 2 µm Silica micro-
spheres.

Other factors potentially affecting the results:

There were several factors which could have contributed to inaccuracy of this
LDV-based technique, but were found not to be significant. These will be dis-
cussed here:

• Particle characteristic time: A particle can potentially reach the electrodes
region before reaching its terminal settling velocity (i.e. before drag force
equilibrates gravity force). In this study the ’worst case’ would be a 10
µm silica microsphere settling in air with gas pressure of 2.5 mbar. Its
characteristic time calculated using Eq. 2.8 would be τ ≈ 7ms. After
≈ 3τ such a particle has reached 95% of its terminal velocity (around
7cm/s) and has traveled for around 2mm. Such distance is much shorter
than the vertical distance between the injector and the LDV/electrodes
measurement region (≈ 60cm). Each measured particle should there-
fore have reached its terminal velocity in the LDV (electrodes) measure-
ment region if jet-induced turbulence is negligible.

• Error on measured velocity due to rotation: as the LDV measures the sur-
face velocity of a particle, particles rotating could induce a broadening
in the measured velocity distribution. However, accurate measurements
of mono-sized Silica microspheres suggest that this factor does not play
an important role (Fig. 2.17).
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tube technique)

• Contamination with other powder sample: Adhesion of particles within
the injector tube was observed (see Section 3.4). Cleaning the injector
tube when changing sample was seen as an effective solution in order to
avoid contamination.

• Drag coefficient modification due to particle shielding: a high concentra-
tion of particles may in principle alter the drag coefficient due to mutual
interactions. In the continuum regime, where Stokes law is applicable,
this would be due to the overlapping of the boundary layer of individ-
ual particles. In the molecular regime this effect is due to the change
in gas molecules scattering on the particle surface as a result of nearby
particles shielding. For a typical injected mass of 20mg of 1 µm parti-
cles, the number of injected particles is less than Np < 1010, dispersed
over a volume of approximately 0.2m3. This results in a number con-
centration of n < 5 ·1011 particles per cubic meter. An average particle
separation may be estimated as (1/n)1/3 ' 125µm, which is more than
100 times larger than the particle diameter. It may be concluded from
this order-of-magnitude calculation that the drag coefficient is unlikely
to be affected by shielding. No direct observation for this effect was ob-
served experimentally, as confirmed by correct size measurements (Fig.
2.17)

• Particle fracturing: This would appear as a distribution of grains with re-
duced size (or asymmetry). No such observation were made when mea-
suring the size distribution of mono-sized Silica microspheres.

2.5 Average charge measurement over the whole
particle cloud (Faraday tube technique)

The use of Faraday cage, cups etc. have been often applied in studies about
contact electrification [42, 61, 72, 100], and it represents a reliable tool for di-
rectly measuring particles electrical charge. Applying it to an aerosolizing jet
allows to quantify directly the total net charge acquired by the whole particle
cloud during the injection process and also its time dependence. Neverthe-
less, information about single-particle charge may be lost.
In this study the injector tube is electrically isolated. In the case of non con-
ductive injector tubes they are enclosed in conductive copper foil which func-
tions as a Faraday cage. Here electrical charges entering or exiting the tube
generate a time-dependent voltage between the injector and the (grounded)
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Figure 2.17: Particle size provided by the manufacturer plotted against the
measured size (using the LDV), for mono-sized spherical SiO2 particles. Hori-
zontal and vertical error bars represent the standard deviation of the distribu-
tion, respectively from the manufacturer data sheet and from the measured
distribution. Mean and standard deviation for both the manufacturer and
measured size are also reported in Table 3.1.

vacuum chamber. This was measured using an oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO
2002B). By integrating this voltage V (t ) over time (typically < 150ms) the total
net charge Q leaving the injector system is obtained:

Q =
∫

−I (t )d t =
∫

−V (t )

R
d t (2.12)

Where I (t ) is the injector discharge current, R is the impedance between the
injector and chamber (R = 10MΩ) and the minus sign is to take into account
of the opposite charge of the particles with respect to the injector tube.
A second oscilloscope probe was used to monitor possible electrical charges
exiting from the gas injection side, this was possible if particles accidentally
contaminated the gas reservoir (e.g. in Fig. 2.19).
The particle electrification as a function of transit through the injector tube
could also be studied. This was done either by electrically isolating the T piece
from the long tube section (i.e. two individual Faraday systems) and study the
Q transferred to each section, or by modifying the length of the copper foil
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Figure 2.18: A schematic of the Faraday tube technique setup.

enclosure around insulating injector tubes. Results are presented in Section
5.5.

The capacitance of the injector system could be quantified by applying a
voltage on the injector tube (e.g. with a 9V battery) and measuring the time
constant of the exponential decay to 0 on removal of this voltage (Fig. 2.20).
An exponential best-fit method of the form V (t ) = V0e−t/RC is used to derive
the capacitance (C ) of the system, with RC � 4.3 ·10−4s and C ≈ 43pF.

The total injected mass M of each measurement was obtained by weigh-
ing using a scale (Sartorius CP224S) with an accuracy of 0.1mg, typically as the
mean value of a set of 3 injections. By knowing the mean particle radius r and
the particle mass density ρp, it is possible (assuming the particles are spheri-
cal) to derive a mean value for the surface charge concentration σ on a single
particle using the relation:

σ= q

4πr 2 = Qρpr

3M
(2.13)

Where q is the charge on a single particle, and Q is the total charge of the en-
tire injection calculated using Eq. 2.12.

Random and systematic uncertainties when calculating surface charge con-
centration using the Faraday tube technique are:
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS

Figure 2.19: A screenshot from the oscilloscope Tektronix DPO 2002B. Chan-
nel 2 (blue line) shows the measured voltage on the Faraday tube. Channel 1
(yellow line) monitors the gas reservoir voltage for possible contamination of
charged particles entering the Faraday tube. If present (as in this case), they
also appear as a mirrored signal on Channel 2.
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Figure 2.20: Calibration of the injector tube’s capacitance. The voltage mea-
sured on the injector system after breaking the contact with a 9V battery is
shown (blue line), together with an exponential best fit (dashed line): V (t ) =
V0e−t/τ, where V0 = 8.785V and τ= 4.3 ·10−4s.
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2.6. Aggregates size/charge determination using high-speed imaging

• Electrical discharges: electrical discharges through gas breakdown be-
tween particles and the injector tube and/or between sections of the in-
jector tube and the chamber have been observed and can lead to alter-
ation of the measured Q. This was systematically investigated in Section
5.3.

• Background noise in the oscilloscope signal: background noise in the
measured voltage was seen to be significant for low signals (i.e. < 1V )
sometimes causing a ’0 offset’ in the measured signal (e.g. see Fig. 5.8).
The magnitude of this noise is dependent on the selected voltage range
on the digital oscilloscope. Its effect was removed from the results by
calculating the mean voltage in a time range before the triggering signal
(i.e. t = 0, corresponding to the electrical trigger initiating the opening
of the pneumatic valve 1 in Fig 2.3).

• Uncertainty on the injected mass: when placing the powder into the fun-
nel down to the T piece a fraction of the particles can stick to the fun-
nel/scoop walls. This effect was quantified as ≈ 4% of the total mass
M by measuring with a precision scale the mass of powder transferred
between two containers, using the same scoop and funnel.

2.6 Aggregates size/charge determination using
high-speed imaging

A high-speed camera (Edgertronics) was used to film the injection process at
the nozzle outlet. The light source was typically a laser sheet, and an LED lamp
was added when additional light was needed. The camera could be placed
both outside the AWTSI (see Figure 2.18) filming the cross-section perpendic-
ular to the jet axis at the nozzle outlet (Fig. 2.21 - a) or in a dedicated box
inside AWTSII at atmospheric pressure, filming the cross section parallel to
the jet axis (Fig. 2.21 - b).

The camera and the oscilloscope were synced with an electrical triggering
signal from the pneumatic injection valve (Valve 1, Fig. 2.3). The high-speed
camera was used to:

1. Determine the number/size of observable aggregates (> 100µm) and
their mass fraction with respect to the total injected mass

2. Correlate the observed (time dependent) particle flux with the measured
electrical current leaving the nozzle
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS

(a) Front view (b) Side view

Figure 2.21: Snapshots from high speed camera videos. (a) Front view and (b)
Side view.

3. Quantify the charge of observable aggregates

These results are presented in Section 3.3.
In order to detect the size of observable aggregates, a video post-processing
was performed using the software ‘Fiji – ImageJ’ [101, 102] using the ‘Analyze
particles’ tool after careful adjustment of the image threshold.
Limitations for this technique are the camera resolution/frame rate, the avail-
able lens type, the power/position of the light source and the setup geometry
(i.e. the distance between the camera and the nozzle outlet).

2.7 Materials

In this work micron-sized powder samples in the range 1-45 µm were used.
The samples can be subdivided in 3 categories:

1. Insulating particles (Oxides)

2. Conductive particles (Metals)

3. Volcanic ash particles

All the materials used here are non-ionic and non-organic, i.e. do not contain
mobile ions at the surface (see Section 1.1.2 for the definition of an ionic ma-
terial and their role in contact charging).
Most of the samples were commercially available and purchased from compa-
nies. Volcanic ash samples have been collected in the field and analyzed in
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2.8. Sizing techniques

another work by Vogel et al. [103] where the mean particle size, shape (aspect
ratio) and bulk/surface chemical composition were investigated. The mean
size of these volcanic ash samples used here is different from the one reported
in [103], as in such study the authors reported a particle number-weighted
size distribution, whereas for this study a volume-weighted size distribution
was more sensible to use. The mean size used here derives from Laser Diffrac-
tion measurements performed by Andreas Vogel.
Although some of the samples are spherical (Silica microspheres in Fig. 2.22
and Soda Lime Glass spheres are known to be spherical) others are non spher-
ical, adding uncertainty in the mean size assigned to each sample. A list of the
materials used in this thesis is presented in 2.1 together with their mean parti-
cle size, the supplier and the sizing technique.
Metals size distribution was poorly constrained by the manufacturer data sheet
and therefore their sizes were measured via settling velocity.
Injector tubes were also available in different compositions:

• Insulators: Quartz (SiO2) and Alumina (Al2O3)

• Conductors: Stainless steel 316L and Copper

In most of the experiments the contact electrification between insulating or
conductive materials (particle/injector) were studied. Some combination of
oxide powders in stainless steel or metal powders in borosilicate glass were
also tested.
In the case of copper tube and copper powder it is expected that this (reac-
tive) metal generates an oxidized surface after exposure to air (as would also
be expected for Fe particles). In fact interestingly initial measurements of cop-
per particles with an untreated copper injector tube (clearly oxidized) gave
charge values of around Q = +3.9±1.3 ·10−8C (surface charge concentration
σ=+14±5e/µm2). However in the results presented in Section 4.2 a freshly de-
posited copper inner tube surface by chemical deposition, a ball valve (valve 2
in 2.3) internally coated with copper and using freshly purchased Cu particles
gave a significantly different Q =−1.5±0.2 ·10−8C (surface charge concentra-
tion σ = −6± 0.6e/µm2), i.e. changing polarity. In the results presented in
Section 4.2, only the non-oxidized copper measurements will be shown.

2.8 Sizing techniques

Whilst the LDV technique provides a direct measurement of particle size through
settling velocity (see Section2.4), an accurate determination of the mean par-
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(a) d = 2µm (b) d = 8µm

Figure 2.22: SEM images of Silica microspheres from Cospheric®. Images are
reprinted with permission from [93].

ticle size is crucial in determining surface charge concentration values when
using the Faraday tube technique (Section 2.5). As a particle sizer is not avail-
able in our facility, the only possibility for sizing was through settling speed
measurements using the LDV. Some of the size measurements rely on data
sheet, published measurements in other works or sizing from collaborators.
The sizing techniques used in this study are:

1. LDV measurement of terminal settling velocity (Section 2.4)

2. Laser Diffraction instrument. The size distribution of the Al2O3 sample
have been measured in [104, 105] using a Coulter Multisizer.

3. Multiwavelength separation analyzer (LUMISizer®). This instrument
measures the extinction profile of the transmitted light of sedimenting
particles in a water-diluted suspension. The particle size distribution is
obtained using Stokes’ law from the extinction profiles [106].

In Table 2.1 a list of samples used is presented together with the respective
sizing technique.



Chapter 2

Table 2.1: Sample list

Category Sample Mean size [µm] Sizing technique Supplier

Insulators

SiO2
0.166,0.250,0.500

Manufacturer Cospheric
1.18,1.86,3.62,7.75

Al2O3 4.6,9.4,17,27 Coulter Multisizer [104, 105]
Soda Lime Glass 4.5,11.8,47 Settling in air (LDV) Cospheric
TiO2 6.1 Multiwavelength separation analyzer AppliChem GmbH

Metals

Pt 1.8 Settling in air (LDV) Goodfellows
Fe 4.1 Settling in air (LDV) Goodfellows
W 7.9 Settling in air (LDV) Goodfellows
Cu 3.4 Settling in air (LDV) Goodfellows
Zn 7.5 Settling in air (LDV) Goodfellows

Volcanic ash

Sakurajima 25 Multiwavelength separation analyzer [103]
Eyjafjallajökull 29.7 Multiwavelength separation analyzer [103]
Grims 42.3 Laser Diffraction [103]
Kelud 34.3 Laser Diffraction [103]
Mount St. Helens 17.2 Laser Diffraction [103]
Spurr 23.1 Laser Diffraction [103]
Chaiten 19.2 Laser Diffraction [103]
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RESULTS: SIZE DEPENDENCE OF CONTACT

ELECTRIFICATION IN OXIDES

In this chapter the contact electrification dependence upon particle size for
fine solid aerosol particles (< 50µm) is investigated. For ’particle size’ it will
always be intended the diameter of the equivalent sphere. In the following sec-
tions the measured charge dependence on single-particle size is investigated
through a combination of novel experimental techniques. This will include:

• Section 3.1 - single-particle charge measurement (LDV technique): the
size dependence is studied by measuring simultaneously single-particle
size and charge.

• Section 3.2 - Size dependence over the whole particle cloud using the
Faraday tube technique: here an average size dependence is investigated
upon all particles injected.

• Section 3.3 - Aggregates charge and size: the charge of cohesive powders
forming agglomerates is studied using a high speed camera, the voltage
measured on the injector tube and the LDV.

• Section 3.4 - Adhesion to the injector tube wall: in this section observa-
tions over particle adhesion to the injector tube wall and its effect over
charge measurements are presented.
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3.1 Single-particle charge measurement (LDV
technique)

The LDV technique (Section 2.4) allows the simultaneous determination of
size (r ) and charge (q) of individual grains. The jet structure, aerosol con-
centration (dispersion) and average electrification are all sensitive to injec-
tion geometry and pressure. When using the LDV measurement technique
relatively low injection pressures (< 100mbar ) and low chamber pressures
(≤ 10mbar ) were required in order to: 1) obtain sufficiently high terminal
velocities, 2) reduce turbulence 3), allow the particle cloud to reach the elec-
trodes region. Low reservoir gas pressures were sometimes not able to dis-
perse properly the whole mass of powder placed in the T piece and break up
the aggregates: this phenomena was observed to be size dependent and was
especially pronounced for small (sub-µm) particles.
The system was tested in nominal working conditions by measuring spherical
mono-sized silica microspheres, for which the size is known. Results in Fig.
2.17 show how the mean size is measured correctly, despite a broader spread
of the size distribution with respect to the manufacturer data sheet, presum-
ably due to turbulence as shown in Section 2.4.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the most useful parameter in electrification
studies is the surface charge concentration calculated using the simple rela-
tion:

σ= q

4πr 2 (3.1)

The surface charge concentration σ was seen to be dependent on the particle
position in the jet’s spacial structure: it consists of an inner, highly concen-
trated central jet and a more diffuse and divergent outer part. By controlling
the injector direction with respect to the LDV/electrode system these different
components could be studied separately. This can be seen in Fig. 3.1 where
the two distributions have been obtained by changing orientation of the injec-
tor tube while keeping constant other parameters (particle size/composition,
injection pressure, gas pressure/composition, relative humidity): it was ob-
served that the outer particles are relatively highly electrified whereas those
in the central jet have a lower charge/particle. This behaviour is presumably
due to interaction (contacts) that particles experience against the aerosolizing
injector tube.

The aerosol generation process has a complex dynamics: it is constituted
by the rapid decompression of the gas within the reservoir into the injector
tube (i.e. a pipe flow) followed by the formation of a particle-laden jet; even-
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Figure 3.1: Surface charge concentration (charge per surface area) determined
for aerosolized particles (2µm silica microspheres). In this figure particles
within the inner portion of the jet (blue dashed line) and particles within the
outer portion of the jet (red line) are shown. These different portions could
be measured separately by careful adjustment of the injector tube orientation
with respect to the electrodes region (i.e. also the measurement volume).

tually the particles settle in the vacuum chamber reaching the electrodes re-
gion. Different factors affecting the results are discussed in the following sub-
sections.

Charge sorting in the injector tube

It was observed that particles interacting with the injector tube surface be-
came highly electrified, whereas particle-particle contact led to lower electrifi-
cation.
Evidences for this phenomena can be seen by measuring single-particle charge.
Specifically, when the injector tube was aligned with the electrodes region/LDV
laser beams (i.e. the inner jet settles in the measurement region), interesting
features in the horizontal velocity (Ux) time-series could be observed. Being
mono-sized, silica microspheres have very similar terminal settling velocity,
so the jet region is expected to settle down encountering the LDV measure-
ment volume progressively scanning the entire particle cloud generated after
aerosolization. In particular, settling may be interpreted as particles encoun-
tering the LDV beams with a) lower part of the outer jet, b) jet core, c) upper
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Figure 3.2: Monodisperse 4µm silica microspheres. Left panel: time series of
the horizontal particle velocity (Ux). Right panel: surface charge concentra-
tion as a function of particle size.

part of the outer jet. This features could be often observed, e.g. in the left
panel in Fig. 3.2.
The surface charge concentration as a function of particle size is calculated
using Eq. 3.1 (right panel in Fig. 3.2) with initially highly electrified particles,
followed by a large population of almost-neutral ones, followed again by elec-
trified grains.
When the injector tube is tilted (see Fig. 2.4), particles in the inner-jet region
settle outside of the electrodes/LDV region and mostly electrified particles are
measured (Fig. 3.3).

A clear distinction between different jet regions can also be observed some-
times when using particles with a relatively broad size distribution (1− 8µm
Soda Lime Glass spheres, injected from the top of AWTSII) measuring portions
of both the inner and outer jet cloud (Fig. 3.4). This distinction is sometimes
less obvious depending on the dynamics of the injection and on particles in-
teraction with the injector tube.

Evidences described above may be due to:

• Different chemical composition: when the two contacting surfaces have
a different composition, a net charge is exchanged. This is often the case
when particles and injector tube are chemically different, while is not
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Figure 3.3: Monodisperse 1µm silica microspheres. Left panel: time series of
the horizontal particle velocity (Ux). Right panel: surface charge concentra-
tion as a function of particle size.
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Figure 3.4: Surface charge concentration of individual Soda Lime glass micro-
spheres (1–8µm) plotted against particle size, for a single injection. In this
experiment, both the inner (with a relatively low σ) and outer (high σ) por-
tions of the jet were measured. In this case, the aerosolizing system was placed
above the electrode system at the top of AWTSII and carefully aligned with the
LDV measurement region.
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Figure 3.5: 1−8µm Soda Lime Glass spheres (100V AC, 10Hz). Time series of:
measured particle size (2r ∝Uy) (left axis) and vertical settling velocity (right
axis).

the case for particle-particle contact, as they are all chemically identical.
The effect of chemical composition is specifically investigated in Section
4.1.

• Change in the contact area: even for two chemically identical particles
contacting, a certain amount of charge exchange is expected, and might
depend on the effective contact area. The contact area is expected to be
larger for particle/wall contact rather than for particle/particle contact.
This aspect will be discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.1.

Gravitational and drag-induced size separation

For samples with a non-uniform particle size distribution, bigger particles have
a higher terminal settling velocity, reaching the electrodes region before smaller
particles (left panel in Fig. 3.5). In case of settling within the molecular (Ep-
stein) regime (Section 1.2.4) the particle size is directly proportional to the
terminal velocity (Eq. 1.33) and therefore inversely proportional with settling
time r ∝Uy ∝ 1/t .

Size sorting happens also along the jet axis direction due to the different
drag coefficient between small and big particles. This effect is present when
the injector is horizontally placed: small particles are likely to settle down
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Figure 3.6: 4+2µm silica microspheres (120V AC, 10Hz). Left panel: time series
of the horizontal particle velocity (Ux). Right panel: time-series of particle
radius.

closer to the injection side than big particles.
Turbulent mixing in the jet region represents an additional complication to
this process: particles were observed in some cases to settle down in "bursts",
well separated in time. An interesting example is presented in Fig. 3.6 where a
bimodal distribution of 4+2µm silica microspheres was injected. Settling par-
ticles were measured in two distinct time intervals: in the first settling cloud
a mixture of 2µm and some 4µm were measured; in the second group mostly
2µm particles were measured.

3.1.1 Focus on highly electrified particles

As showed above, the injection process is rather complex and different fac-
tors may influence the results. In order to obtain experimentally reproducible
data it is necessary to focus only on a specific jet region, being consistent with
injection parameters. Different jet regions can be investigated separately by
carefully adjusting the micrometer system orienting the injector tube (Section
2.3).
The main focus of this section are results published in the work Alois et al.,
2017 [92], where the outer jet region (highly electrified particles interacting
with the injector tube) was investigated.
When looking only at the outer highly electrified particles, they are all charged
with the same polarity and show a similar surface charge concentration in-
dependently on particle size (Fig. 3.7): in other words, the charge on a par-
ticle q increases with r 2 (i.e. its surface area). This value is measured to be
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Figure 3.7: Results for the surface charge concentration (σ= q/4πr 2) for mul-
tiple experiments of 4 different sizes of spherical silica micro-spheres (1, 2, 4
and 8 µm). Despite a certain width in the distributions and the presence of
some relatively low electrified particles, a common central high concentration
is observable with a value around -100 e/µm2.

around ±100e/µm2 (±0.02mC /m2) if the charge is assumed to be uniformly
distributed over the entire particle surface. The results here typically consisted
of several repeated injections with the same particle type and injection condi-
tions, with 20 - 700 individual grains counted per injection. In Fig. 3.8 the
respective size distributions for silica microspheres are shown: specifically for
the 1 µm sample, a second peak towards higher size is observable, presumably
due to the effect of aggregation as also discussed in Section 3.3.
Although a maximum electrification per particle was expected from previous
studies (Section 1.1.7), for µm size particles to attain a narrow range and size-
independent surface charge concentration was unexpected. The charge/grain
of around 500−30000e is in reasonable agreement with previous studies, e.g.
[16].

Other combinations of powder sample/injector tube material have been
tested, specifically: soda lime glass spheres (SLG) in steel, tungsten in borosil-
icate glass, aluminium oxide in quartz and copper in borosilicate glass (Table
3.1). Results (Fig. 3.9) show a similar (i.e. same order of magnitude) maximum
surface charge concentration of around ±100e/µm2. This is not peculiar to
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Figure 3.8: Measurements of the size (diameter) of silica microspheres using
the LDV-based technique (Section 2.4) for particles with nominal sizes of 1, 2,
4 and 8 µm (shown as respectively; blue solid, red dashed, yellow dotted and
purple dash-dot lines).

the use of a specific combination of tube/particle material, and indicates that
for most of the combination used here a maximum limit was reached for the
surface charge concentration on a single particle. Interestingly Al2O3 and Cu
particles were positively electrified (oppositely to every other combination).
Measured values are listed in Table 3.1

In Figure 3.10 the size of individual SiO2 microspheres is plotted against
surface charge concentration σ. Next to the x and y axis are shown the re-
spective KDE (Kernel Density Estimate), which estimates a probability density
function.
From Fig. 3.10 it can be seen that some of the measured particles were posi-
tively electrified. The ratio:

N (σ−)

N (σ+)+N (σ−)
= 0.985 (3.2)

expresses the fraction of negatively charged particles with respect to the to-
tal number of counted particles, where N (σ−) and N (σ+) are respectively the
number of negative and positive grains. It is unlikely that these positively mea-
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Figure 3.9: Surface charge concentration for repeated measurements of vari-
ous combination of particle/injector tube composition and particle size (more
information in Table 3.1). For the surface charge concentration σ the median
value is presented, and error bars denote the first and third quartiles (i.e. 50%
of the distribution) expressing the width of the distribution. Quartiles are used
instead of the standard deviation, because typically these distributions are
asymmetrical. The standard error on the median value was typically between
1-10%.

sured particles can be the result of uncertainty in the experimental measure-
ments: counts within a time t = 2τ before and after the polarity switch time
were in fact deleted from the measurement, and from Eq. 2.7 it can be seen
that for t = 2τ particles should have already changed their direction of motion
and reached ≈ 73% of their terminal velocity in the horizontal direction. It is
then statistically likely that all particles have reached the correct polarity dur-
ing their motion. Moreover, it should be noted that the polarity-switch period
is ≈ 0.1s (10Hz), much larger than the time constant τ, typically of the order of
1−2ms for a 4µm particle.

The focus in this section was on the charge exchanged between particles
and the injector tube wall, whereas in order to look for particle-particle elec-
trification the setup should be modified. This can potentially be done e.g.
applying a higher voltage on the electrodes in order to enhance drift velocity
(particle-particle contact develops lower charging), and somehow modify the
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Table 3.1: In this table results are reported for the simultaneous measurements
of size and particle electrification using the LDV-based technique (Section 2.4).
The combinations used for particle composition, particle size and injector
tube composition are listed. For the size, the mean and standard deviation
are given both as quoted by the manufacturer and as measured. Note that
for copper and tungsten the size given by the manufacturer was found to be
poorly constrained (see Section 2.8). For the measured charge (q) and surface
charge concentration (σ) per particle the median value is given together with
the first and third quartiles (in brackets) as an expression of the width of the
distribution rather than the standard deviation, because of the typically asym-
metric distributions.
1 The samples are not spherical
2 Injected from the top of the environmental chamber

Particle
type

Injector
material

Nominal d
[µm]

Measured d
[µm]

q [103 ·e] q/4πr2

[e/µm2]

Silica 1 µm Steel 1.18 (0.03) 1.33 (0.42) -0.4 (+0.1 -0.2) -66 (+12 -23)
Silica 2 µm Steel 1.86 (0.06) 1.85 (0.44) -1.1 (+0.4 -0.6) -114 (+40 -38)
Silica 4 µm Steel 3.62 (0.2) 3.64 (0.32) -3.1 (+1.0 -1.0) -78 (+29 -33)
Silica 8 µm Steel 7.75 (0.3) 7.63 (0.54) -12.3 (+5.8 -5.3) -72 (+36 -26)
Soda lime glass Steel2 1-8 2.19 (1.55) -0.9 (+0.4 -0.6) -98.5 (+39 -18)
Copper Glass2 < 5 4.90 (3.54) +5.1 (+11.5 -2.8) +117 (+110 -49)
Tungsten1 Glass2 1-5 7.22 (4.67) -7.6 (+5.7 -15.2) -80 (+30 -33)
Al Oxide1 Quartz 4.6 (mean) 4.54 (1.35) +2.7 (+3.9 -2.1) +36 (+95 -27)

aerosolizing system to reduce particle-wall interactions.
Conversely, increasing the decompression pressure ratio (i.e. the mass of aero-
solizing gas) would be expected to enhance the probability of collisions be-
tween particles and the injector wall (see Section 5.2), ideally reaching a plateau
where every particle has experienced one or multiple contacts with the tube
(i.e. has reached a maximum charging). However, when using the LDV tech-
nique, high decompression pressure ratio lead to the generation of an highly
turbulent jet inducing velocity fluctuations in the electrodes region, thus af-
fecting the results.
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Figure 3.10: Scatter plot of the measured surface charge concentration against particle diameter of individual 1,2,4 and
8 µm silica microsphere particles. Next to the axis are plotted the respective distributions with the same color code.
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3.2 Size dependence over the entire particle cloud

Simultaneous determination of size and charge of single grains in the previous
Section (3.1) have shown how the charge on a particle scales linearly with its
total surface area (i.e. q ∝ r 2) and that a maximum surface charge concentra-
tion σ=±100e/µm2 is reached for particles interacting with the injector tube
surface.
In this Section, the average charge is measured over the entire particle cloud
(inner + outer jet) using the Faraday tube technique (Section 2.5). These re-
sults have been published in Alois et al., 2018 [107]. When using this tech-
nique, the probability of contacts between particles and the injector tube wall
is greatly enhanced as the injection over-pressure is higher (p0i = 1000mbar
and pch = 2.5mbar): this observation is supported by results shown in Section
5.2.
Various particle compositions were investigated with several mean particle
sizes (Table 3.2); specifically they were SiO2, Al2O3 and Soda Lime Glass (SLG).
The total measured charge is expected to be dependent upon the mean size of
the powder sample and the particles/injector chemical composition.
In order to isolate the size dependence (excluding the dependence upon chem-
ical composition) these sets of measurements were normalized to the charge
measured using a mean particle size of ≈ 4µm, for which all compositions
were available. In this way it is possible to look exclusively for the relative trend
of particles sorted in different size ranges. The relative charge/volume varia-
tion with mean particle size is shown in Fig. 3.11, using both injectors in Al2O3

and SiO2.
The mean particle surface charge concentration is calculated using Eq. 2.13,
reported here for convenience:

σ= Qρpr

3M
(3.3)

Where Q is the total measured charge (should not be confused with the single
particle charge q), ρp is the particle density, r is the mean particle radius and
M is the total injected mass.
If a constant surface charge concentration σ is expected, the total measured
charge per volume Qρp/3M should vary as 1/r (see Eq. 3.3). Results showed
in Fig. 3.11 confirm this trend for grains larger than around 1µm.
However, for sub-micron particles the charge per volume was seen to decrease
(apparently linearly) with size. A likely explanation is that in this size range
(< 1µm) the particles strongly cohere (i.e. form aggregates) or adhere to the in-
jector tube wall and can not be fully dispersed, causing reduced aerosolization:
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Table 3.2: A list of the samples used during experiments using the Faraday
tube technique. Mean particle size, absolute generalized relative electronega-
tivity and measured surface charge concentration values are reported. Silica
microspheres generally have narrow particle size distribution, whereas other
samples have broader distributions (see Table 2.1 for more details).

Sample Mean
diameter

[µm]

χAG

[eV/e]
Al2O3

injector
σ [e/µm2]

SiO2

injector
σ [e/µm2]

SiO2 (spherical) 0.166 52.2 -4 ± 1 -3 ± 0.4
SiO2 (spherical) 0.260 52.2 -7 ± 3 -8 ± 1
SiO2 (spherical) 0.500 52.2 -25 ± 8 -23 ± 6
SiO2 (spherical) 1.18 52.2 -49 ± 11 -22 ± 2
SiO2 (spherical) 1.86 52.2 -156 ± 43 -15 ± 5
SiO2 (spherical) 3.62 52.2 -97 ± 20 -30 ± 2
SiO2 (spherical) 7.75 52.2 -142 ± 20 -45 ± 5
Al2O3 (non-spherical) 4.6 34.3 -16 ± 2 +90 ± 7
Al2O3 (non-spherical) 9.4 34.3 -30 ± 2 +63 ± 5
Al2O3 (non-spherical) 17 34.3 -14 ± 5 +26 ± 1
Al2O3 (non-spherical) 27 34.3 -15 ± 2 +37 ± 2
SLG (spherical) 4.5 36.6 -63 ± 6 +52 ± 5
SLG (spherical) 11.8 36.6 -51 ± 8 +77 ± 13
SLG (spherical) 47.0 36.6 -35 ± 3 +41 ± 8
TiO2 (non-spherical) 6.1 42.2 -55 ± 11 +6 ± 1

both physical processes would be expected to reduce the measured charge per
volume and are supported by direct experimental observations, shown in the
next Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
For this reason, samples with a mean size in the sub-micron range have not
been included in the composition dependence study (Section 4.1). The mea-
sured σ values including sub-micron particles are reported in Table 3.2.
In addition to the measurement uncertainties (errors on M and Q, see Section
2.5), here the use of samples with broad size distribution and non-spherical
shape constitutes an additional source of uncertainty on the determination of
an effective mean particle size.

3.3 Aggregates charge and size

Cohesive agglomerates of particles (aggregates) can be present in a broad size-
range, from two individual grains sticking together to mm size aggregates. Dif-
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Figure 3.11: Relative charge per mass plotted for various mean particle sizes.
The results were normalized to the charge/mass measured for samples with
mean particle size of around 4µm, for which all compositions were available.
A 1/r dependence can be observed for particle sizes > 1.5µm, while a linear
decreasing trend is observed for particles < 1.5µm.

ferent measurement techniques are sensitive to diverse aggregate size: the
LDV technique is able to measure the charge of aggregated particles with a
settling velocity within the selected LDV velocity range (i.e. with a size rela-
tively close to single particles). As discussed in Section 2.4, such aggregates
would appear as a distribution of particles with increased size: for this reason,
they may be distinguished from single particles only when measuring samples
with narrow size distribution and spherical shape.
The charge of large (> 100µm) aggregates could be detected combining the
use of an high speed camera and the injector tube voltage measured using
the Faraday tube technique. Here limitations are represented by the camera
resolution (i.e. the pixel size), the power/position of the light source and the
distance between the camera lens and the injector outlet.

For the finer particles (e.g. 1µm diameter) electrified particles with a mea-
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sured terminal velocity (i.e. size) larger than the corresponding monodisperse
particle size were often seen (see Fig. 3.10): this was presumably due to small
aggregated particles, an effect which was also observed in the size distribution
(e.g. the size distribution of 1 µm silica microspheres in Fig. 3.8 have a second
peak at around 2 µm).

For large aggregates (> 100µm) the voltage generated on the injection tube
was combined with an analysis of the high speed camera video during the
aerosolization process (Fig. 3.12): the camera films the nozzle from the side
(panel b in Fig. 2.21) allowing to quantify the mean pixel intensity (propor-
tional to the mass flow rate of particles leaving the injection tube) for each
frame as a function of time, within a volume (≈ 400mm3) right outside of
the nozzle. This technique works best at low overpressure injections, which
are less turbulent and last longer, where the camera’s achievable frame rate is
enough to resolve the particle flux with a good resolution. Aggregates usually
began to be ejected later in time with respect to single particles, presumably
due to their larger inertia.
Analyzing this time sequence in Fig. 3.12 it can be observed how the net elec-
trical current leaving the tube is correlated with the particle flux exiting the
nozzle: when a peak on the injector voltage is associated with mm size aggre-
gate leaving the tube they are assumed to be highly electrified; if they show no
detectable variation on the injector voltage they are assumed to be neutrally
charged. The variation on the injector voltage caused by an aggregate could
be used to estimate in first approximation the charge of the aggregate itself.
Highly charged aggregates can be as high as e.g. qagg ≈−1.5·108e. This specific
aggregate was estimated from high speed video imaging to have a diameter
around 1mm. Assuming a spherical shape as an approximation, a calculation
of its charge per surface area could be performed and a value of ≈ 55e/µm2

was found. This value is similar (presumably coincidentally) to the maximum
single-particle surface charge concentration determined in Section 3.1. For
this specific injection the over pressure was around 22mbar and the chamber
pressure around 13mbar .
From Fig. 3.12 it can be seen that aggregates were typically not significantly
electrified. This might indicate that typically they did not interact with the in-
jector tube.

An estimate of the large (> 100µm) aggregates mass fraction with respect
to the total mass could also be quantified using the high speed camera [107].
A determination of the number and size of large particle aggregates was ob-
tained by filming into the tube outlet (panel a in Fig. 2.21). A laser sheet was
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Figure 3.12: The blue line shows the light intensity observed using a high speed
camera quantified as a function of time within a small (400mm3) volume just
outside of the aerosol injector nozzle. The red line shows the corresponding
voltage measured on the injector tube. In this time sequence one can see that
the net electrical flux leaving the tube is correlated with the observable parti-
cle flux. In addition, some of the peaks in injector voltage are associated with
observable (up to mm size) aggregates leaving the tube (and are therefore as-
sumed to be highly electrified) while others show no detectable variation in
injector voltage.

used to illuminate the tube outlet and additional lighting was (if necessary)
also provided by an LED lamp. From high speed videos large aggregates could
be observed. The video post-processing was done determining frame by frame
the number and cross sectional area of visible aggregates, using the ‘Analyze
particles’ tool in the software ‘Fiji – ImageJ’ [101, 102] (see Section 2.6). This
needed careful adjustment of the threshold determining the aggregate bound-
ary. The videos from which data has been extrapolated were performed under
the same light conditions (a laser sheet enlightening the nozzle outlet): this al-
lowed to keep the parameters for the image threshold approximately constant.
Only the circular portion inside the nozzle outlet was taken into account in
order to avoid erroneous particle measurements from the light reflection of
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Figure 3.13: Results from image analysis of silica microspheres aggregates (>
100µm) observed with the use of a high-speed camera. The error bar indicates
the variation due to repeated experiments (3x). The visible cross sectional area
is used to calculate the volume of equivalent spheres, the density of the packed
aggregate is measured as ≈ 400kg /m3. This allows a rough calculation of the
mass of visible aggregates with respect to the total (measured) injected mass.
The top-right image shows a typical example of observed aggregates and the
determination of its contour using Fiji-ImageJ.

the injector tube wall. As it can be observed in the top-right panel in Fig. 3.13
large aggregates could be detected with satisfying detail despite the relatively
poor resolution of the imaged frames (208x208 pixels, ≈ 50µm/pixel).
Results in Fig. 3.13 confirmed that large aggregates are increasingly present
for lower particle size. For Silica microspheres ≤ 1µm a significant increase
of the aggregates mass with respect to the total injected mass was observed.
These observations might explain the reduced electrification described in Sec-
tion 3.2 for particles < 1µm, as the number of single particles contacting with
the injector tube wall is substantially reduced due to the effect of aggregation.
It should be noted that this technique is insensitive to aggregates smaller than
≈ 100µm, possibly indicating that aggregation might have a larger influence
on reducing the total developed charge Q.
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3.4 Adhesion to the injector tube wall

The threshold shear stress for particle removal from a surface is inversely pro-
portional with particle size τth ∝ 1/r (see Section 1.2.2, Eq. 1.21). Experimen-
tal observations supporting increased adhesion for smaller particles are dis-
cussed here.
Particles < 1µm were observed to form an adhesive layer sticking to the in-
jector tube, even for injections at high over pressure (p0i = 1000mbar in the
gas reservoir and pch = 2.5mbar in the chamber). When using a quartz (trans-
parent) injector tube a white thin layer of silica microspheres was seen after
injection. Another indication for this phenomena was the generation of aero-
solized particles even when injecting without adding further material.
Also, when injecting with low overpressure (e.g. p0i = 10mbar and pch = 2.5mbar)
using a clean injector tube surface, the first injection was seen to correspond
to reduced aerosolization (this was seen both with the use of a camcorder,
and from the low voltage detected on the oscilloscope tube). Repeated injec-
tions using the same overpressure were observed to increase the amount of
aerosolized particles. This effect was presumably also caused by particles ad-
hering to the injector tube surface.
These observations might also explain the reduced electrification for sub-µm
particles described in Section 3.2, as it would be expected that adhesion sub-
stantially diminishes the number of single particles ejected, therefore reduc-
ing the measured charge.

This is also supported by a previous study from Matsusaka et al. [85] where
it was shown that even a gas flow above 100 m/s (and >1 bar pressure) was not
sufficient to resuspend a monolayer of particles < 1µm in diameter. It is likely
that also in their work the fluid shear stress may have not been sufficient to
overcome adhesive/cohesive effects between the particles and the surface for
sub-micron grains.
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RESULTS: COMPOSITION EFFECTS

In this Chapter, results of composition dependence upon particle charge using
the Faraday tube technique (Section 2.5) will be presented according to the
following structure:

• Section 4.1 - Insulators: measurements focused on the composition de-
pendence upon contact electrification between pure oxide particles and
injector tube (insulators) are shown. A linear relation with absolute gen-
eralized relative electronegativity χAGR is found.

• Section 4.2 - Metals: measurements of contact electrification between
conductive materials (metals) are shown. A dependence over particle
work function/electronegativity is investigated.

• Section 4.3 - Volcanic ash: the contact electrification of volcanic ash
samples against insulating injector tubes is investigated.
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4.1 Composition dependence in oxides: σ VS χAGR

After having determined in Chapter 3 the size dependence for grains in the
size range 1−50µm (a constant surface charge concentration was found, i.e.
the charge on a single particle scales with its total surface area), here a de-
pendence on the chemical composition of contacting oxide surfaces is inves-
tigated. This was done by using the Faraday tube technique (Section 2.5) for
measuring the charge exchanged using a set of various particle and injector
materials. Two oxide injector materials were chosen; Quartz (SiO2) and Alu-
mina (Al2O3) and a set of oxide powder samples including SiO2, Al2O3, Soda
Lime Glass spheres (SLG) and TiO2 (see Table 3.2). These results have been
published in Alois et al., 2018 [107].

The adapted generalized electronegativity model (χAGR) described in Sec-
tion 1.1.6 was seen to appear linearly correlated with the measured surface
charge concentration for these oxide samples, as it is shown in Fig. 4.1. An
equation linking the surface charge concentration on a particle σ to its abso-
lute generalized electronegativity relative to the injector material is derived
applying a linear least square fit method:

σ= q

4πr 2 = Qρpr

3M
= aχAGR +b (4.1)

Where a = 4.7 ± 0.9e/µm2/V , b = −27 ± 10e/µm2 (a = 7.54 · 10−7 ± 1.4 ·
10−7C /m2/V and b =−4.29 ·10−6 ±1.7 ·10−6C /m2), with a coefficient of varia-
tion R2 = 0.86. A clear correlation is observed between surface charge concen-
tration σ and absolute generalized relative electronegativity χAGR.
In Fig. 4.1, samples with the same chemical composition but different mean
particle size are plotted with distinct marker sizes. It would be expected that
these points all coincide towards the same value (i.e. constant σ), although
some span can be seen (corresponding to the same span observed for size
dependence in Fig. 3.11, Section 3.2). This is presumably due to the measure-
ment uncertainties listed in Section 2.5, uncertainty in the determination of
particle mean size and/or the influence of aggregation and adhesion to the
injector tube causing reduced aerosolization (investigated respectively in Sec-
tion 3.3 and 3.4).
Remarkably, the measured surface charge concentration per particle (σ) is
generally within the range ±100e/µm2, as expected from the limit determined
using the single-particle LDV technique in Section 3.1.
The b parameter (i.e. vertical offset in Fig. 4.1) represents the average sur-
face charge concentration that a particle acquires when contacting against the
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same injector tube material. Interestingly this behaviour is seen to be consis-
tent also for metals (Section 4.2) and volcanic ash (Section 4.3).
As will be discussed in Section 6.4, this correlation is in good quantitative
agreement with previous experimental studies [42, 43] and also with predic-
tion from purely theoretical considerations based upon estimation of the con-
tact area, leading to a predictive equation for estimating contact electrifica-
tion, shown in Section 6.1.
By expressing electronegativity in an absolute scale (in eV/e) the absolute gen-
eralized relative electronegativity χAGR may be classically interpreted as an ef-
fective contact potential difference between the two surfaces, as will be dis-
cussed in Section 6.1.

For compound materials (e.g. Soda Lime Glass) the expression for the ab-
solute generalized electronegativity χAG was adapted to take into account the
composition of such compound. An effective χAG can be estimated by know-
ing the chemical composition of the compound material using the formula:

χAG =
n∑

i=1
(1+2Zi)χM,iNi (4.2)

Where χM,i and Zi are respectively the absolute electronegativity and va-
lence for each ‘anionic’ component of the compound and Ni is the molecule
number percentage of each component in the oxide (Ni = 1 for pure oxides).
This formula assumes that each component contributes linearly with its molecule
number percentage to the total electronegativity. The number of molecules for
each oxide composing the sample is calculated taking into account the molar
mass through the expression:

Ni = wi

mpα
ni (4.3)

where wi is the weight percentage, mp is the mass of a proton, α is the molar
mass of the compound and ni is the number of ‘anions’ in a molecule of the
compound (e.g. ni = 2 for Al2O3 and ni = 1 for SiO2).
This quantitative relation can potentially be used to predict the electrification
of every compound insulator, knowing its chemical composition.
In the work of Tamatani [108] this idea was already formulated, though only
qualitatively, as Tamatani writes: "the charging tendency of a material even
with a complex chemical composition can be predicted, though qualitatively, by
taking into account the electronegativities of the constituent metal ions" [108].
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Figure 4.1: The surface charge concentration is plotted against the absolute generalized relative electronegativity (in
eV /e). The linear model presented in Eq. 4.1 is plotted in red. Upper and lower limit at ±100e/µm2 represents the upper
and lower limits for this model, determined using the LDV technique for charge measurement on single particle (Section
3.1). Different marker sizes represents different mean particle sizes (see Table 3.2 for more info).
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4.2 Metals

As discussed in the introduction, Section 1.1, in literature contact electrifica-
tion between metals is commonly accepted to be due to electron transfer, and
was shown by Harper [26] to scale linearly with electron work function deter-
mined by contact potential difference (CPD). However, work function values
found in literature for various elements highly differ depending on the mea-
surement technique and the crystal-face orientation. For our samples, we as-
sume the particles to be polycrystalline. Ideally, the best technique for mea-
suring work function values related to this work would be the contact poten-
tial difference (CPD) for polycrystalline metals. Nevertheless, in literature CPD
values are not available for every metal. Work function for polycrystalline sur-
faces has also been calculated with theoretical models (Halas & Durakiewicz,
1998 [29]). A reliable source for measured values can be found in the CRC
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics [109].
Here for simplicity a range of 2 values is taken into consideration (see Table
4.1), which do not differ greatly from one another:

• Accepted measured values (CRC Handbook [109])

• Calculated values (Halas & Durakiewicz, 1998 [29])

A set of metal powders (Table 4.1) is measured against two different reference
injector materials (Copper and Stainless Steel 316L). The work function of Stain-
less Steel 316L was taken from a study of Barret et al. [110], where it was mea-
sured using X-ray photo-electron emission microscopy and electron backscat-
tering diffraction as a function of the grain orientation. Here a mean value over
the work function of each crystal-face orientation is assigned as the effective
work function for Stainless Steel 316L.

In Fig. 4.2 the measured charge per volume is plotted against the mean
particle size. Differently from the size dependence seen with oxides (Fig. 3.11,
Section 3.2), Fig. 4.2 does not exclude the dependence upon particle compo-
sition as the samples were not available in multiple mean sizes. Despite com-
position was not excluded, the plot in Fig. 4.2 shows that a trend of increasing
Q with 1/r is still observable.
The measured surface charge concentration (σ) values are plotted in Fig. 4.3
as a function of the relative metal work function between injector and parti-
cle material, considering as the x axis errorbar the span between work func-
tion values found the CRC handbook [109] and in the work of Halas & Du-
rakiewicz [29]).
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Table 4.1: List of metal particles used.

Sample
Mean diameter

[µm]

Work
Function

[eV ]
χA

[eV ]

Copper tube
q/(4πr2)
[e/µm2]

Steel tube
q/(4πr2)
[e/µm2]

Pt 1.76 5.55-5.65 7.0 -147±6 -135±17
Fe 4.1 4.50-4.61 5.6 -58±5 -47±6
W 7.9 4.41-4.55 7.2 -49±4 -73±2
Cu 3.4 4.65-4.69 5.8 -6±1 14±0.4
Zn 7.5 4.65-4.69 5.0 -6±2 -3±1

Interestingly, metal particles seem to resemble many of the aspects observed
with oxide particles. The measured surface charge concentration is within a
similar range as the one measured for oxide particles (see Fig. 4.1, Section
4.1). Also the fit line correlating work function (W ) and surface charge con-
centration (σ) is expressed here as: σ = aW W + bW , where the fit constants
are respectively aW = 86e/µm2/V and bW =−60e/µm2. This shows a negative
offset bW , similarly to what observed for oxides (Section 4.1).
Copper powder in a copper injector tube was the only combination available
for a particle electrifying against the same injector material, and interestingly
it showed a significantly lower negative charge (around −6e/µm2) compared
to that observed for oxide particles against the same reference material (around
−27e/µm2 using SiO2 in a SiO2 tube and Al2O3 in Al2O3 tube).
The poor determination of work function for this specific set of metal pow-
ders/injector tube might explain why the correlation between work function
and surface charge concentration in Fig. 4.3 is less clear than the one observed
with oxides.
An effort to use clean, non-oxidized surfaces was made in order to avoid con-
taminations that could change the effective work function. However, it is un-
likely that the oxidation process is entirely avoided for some of the samples
used here (Cu, Fe, Zn). This might also contribute to the poor correlation seen
in Fig. 4.3 (see Section 2.7 for more details).
The measured σ can also be plotted against the absolute relative electroneg-
ativity χAR (Fig. 4.4). Again here a tendency for a linear trend may be ob-
served, expressed as: σ = aχχAR +bχ, with the fit constants respectively aχ =
42e/µm2/V and bχ = −32e/µm2. Again a negative offset bχ is seen, surpris-
ingly close to the one observed for oxides (b =−27e/µm2) (Section 4.1).
Differently from oxides (Section 4.1), here the calculation of a generalized elec-
tronegativity using Eq. 1.4 looses its physical meaning because of the differ-
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Figure 4.2: Mean particle size of metal powder plotted against the absolute
value of charge per volume

∣∣Qρp/M
∣∣. The fit curve is of the form f (r ) = a/r

where a = 48.3, with a goodness of fit R2 = 0.65.

ence at a molecular level between a metal and an oxide material. It may be
argued that for most of the metal samples used here an oxide layer is always
present at the particle surface, but this is probably not true for some of the
samples (e.g. Platinum) and the eventual oxide layer thickness is unknown, as
well as its influence on contact electrification measurements.
Interestingly the absolute electronegativity can be compared with work func-
tion for each sample. From Fig. 4.5 it can be seen that these quantities have
comparable magnitude, but are not entirely linearly related.

In Section 6.4 the results obtained here will be compared with measure-
ments by Harper [26].

4.3 Volcanic ash

A set of seven volcanic ash samples from different volcanic eruptions (listed
in Table 4.2) was studied using the Faraday tube technique (Section 2.5) in
order to determine their contact electrification when aerosolized in SiO2 and
Al2O3 injector tubes. These samples have been characterized in the work of
Vogel et al., 2017 [103], where their size, shape, chemical composition and op-
tical properties were determined. The mean particle sizes reported in Table
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Figure 4.3: Mean Work Function values (W ) plotted against particle surface
charge concentration σ. The fit line is σ= aW W +bW , with fit constants aW =
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liken’s scale χA.

4.2 differ from the values reported in [103]: this was done because in [103] the
authors reported a particle number-weighted size distribution, whilst for this
study a volume-weighted size distribution was more sensible to use.
These samples originally had a broad size distribution, and were sieved using
a mesh size of 63µm, therefore obtaining a finer fraction of particles. The vol-
ume weighted size distribution was measured for most samples by Andreas
Vogel using a Horiba LA 960 laser diffraction particle size analyzer, whereas
specifically for the samples Eyjafjallajökull and Sakurajima the size distribu-
tion was obtained using a Multiwavelength separation analyzer (LUMISizer®)
in the laboratory of INGV-Roma.

Results using the two oxide tubes (Quartz SiO2 and Alumina Al2O3) show
that the measured charge per volume increases following a trend inversely
proportional with the mean particle size 1/r (Fig. 4.6). The fitting curves
f (r ) = a/r have the best-fit parameter: a = 121.6 for the Al2O3 tube (R2 = 0.78)
and a = 71.5 for the SiO2 tube (R2 = 0.47). Here, as in the case of metals (4.2),
it was not possible to normalize the data to a common mean particle size be-
cause the samples were available only in one size distribution, so composition
effects are not excluded from the plot in Fig. 4.6. A tendency for the charge per
volume to increase as 1/r is observable, indicating that size plays a dominant
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Table 4.2: Surface chemical composition, mean particle size and the Dense
Rock Equivalent (DRE) density for 7 different volcanic ash samples, from [103].
The mean particle size is volume weighted and the samples have been sieved
with a 63µm mesh.

Sample
SiO2

%
TiO2

%
Al2O3

%
FeO

%
MgO

%
CaO

%
Na2O

%
K2O

%
Size
[µm]

ρDRE

[kg /m3]

Chaiten’08 71.5 0 16.6 1.8 0.8 2.7 3.8 2.7 19.2 2444
MSH ’80 65.7 0 14.4 4.8 5.4 6.6 1.9 1.1 17.2 2611
Kelud ’14 65.7 0.1 19.8 3.2 1.2 7.7 2.1 0 34.3 2777
Grims ’11 55.8 2.3 15.1 11.2 3.1 7.9 3.3 0.6 42.4 2934
Spurr ’92 62.0 1.9 18.2 4.1 2.7 7.6 2.2 1.5 23.1 2709
Sak ’14 65.4 0.3 19.9 3.4 1.5 4.3 3.8 1.3 24.9 2801
Eyja ’10 58.9 2.0 13.9 11.5 3.9 7.4 1.4 1.1 29.7 2812

role for the electrification of volcanic ash. Also, it can be seen a systematic
trend for injections in Al2O3 tube to generate more charge than in SiO2 tube.
In order to investigate the composition dependence, the absolute generalized
relative electronegativity χAGR for volcanic ash samples was estimated in two
different ways:

1. χAGR calculated assigning to every ash sample an absolute generalized
electronegativity equal to the one of silica (χAG = 52.2), i.e. neglecting
any minor mineral components (Fig. 4.7, top panel)

2. χAGR calculated using Eq. 4.2 (Fig. 4.7, bottom panel). This is done
by knowing the surface chemical composition of the each sample (see
Table 4.2), taken from Vogel et al. 2017 [103]. It should be noted here that
in these volcanic samples usually none of the components is actually
present in the form of pure oxides, whereas it is a standard technique to
give the results of a chemical analysis not as atomic ratios but as oxides
percentage. A volcanic ash particle would rather be expected to be a non
uniform compound

A reasonable agreement was found with the predictive model for oxides
(Eq. 4.1) by considering the particles composed of pure SiO2 (Fig. 4.7, top
panel). Conversely, a less clear correlation was found when considering mi-
nor mineral components (Fig. 4.7, bottom panel).
It appears that for volcanic ash the determination of χAGR using Eq. 4.2 does
not provide an improved correlation with surface charge concentration, pre-
sumably due to the nature of such materials (which are not in the form of pure
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Figure 4.6: Charge/volume of volcanic ash samples in both SiO2 and Al2O3

injector tubes VS mean particle size (equivalent diameter expressed in µm).
The fits are of the form f (r ) = a/r , with a = 121.6 for the Al2O3 tube (R2 = 0.78)
and a = 71.5 for the SiO2 tube (R2 = 0.47)

oxides). It should be noted that in Section 4.1 for the Soda Lime Glass com-
pound good correlation was found using Eq. 4.2 (see Fig. 4.1).
Also, for this set of samples it rather seems that differences in their chemical
composition do not lead to large changes in their generated σ, whereas the
influence of the mean particle size (i.e. size dependence) appears to have a
considerable effect (Fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.7: Surface charge concentration of volcanic ash samples in both SiO2

and Al2O3 injector tubes plotted against the absolute generalized relative elec-
tronegativity χAGR. The red line is the model determined for oxides (Eq. 4.1).
In the top figure χAGR is calculated by assigning to every ash sample an abso-
lute generalized electronegativity equal to the one of silica χAG = 52.2. In the
bottom figure χAGR is estimated by taking into account the samples surface
chemical composition in Table 4.2.
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5
RESULTS: AEROSOLIZING GAS PROPERTIES

In this Chapter, the contact electrification dependence upon the surrounding
(aerosolizing) gas is investigated. Results will be presented according to the
following structure:

5.1 Gas dependence: here the electrical charge acquired by silica micro-
spheres is investigated as a function of the aerosolizing gas composition.
Air, argon and CO2 were tested.

5.2 Effect of the reservoir gas pressure: the measured charge is investi-
gated as a function of the reservoir gas pressure, using air as the aerosoliz-
ing gas.

5.3 Electrical breakdown: electrical discharges, specifically through gas
breakdown, were observed combining the measured signal from the in-
jector tube voltage and video from the high speed camera.

5.4 Relative humidity: contact electrification dependence upon the gas
relative humidity is studied by controlling the RH in the injector system.

5.5 Particle electrification as a function of transit through the injec-
tion tube: here contact electrification is studied during particle transit
within the injector tube by splitting it into different individual Faraday
systems or by reducing the total length of the Faraday tube.
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5.1 Gas dependence

This study was conduced in order to determine whether the physical process
beyond contact electrification is dependent on the aerosolizing gas properties.
The dependence upon gas composition was investigated using 3 gases: specif-
ically they were Argon, CO2 and air. These gases were chosen because of the
difference in their minimum electrical breakdown voltages according to the
respective Paschen curve (Fig. 1.1). Argon has a lower minimum breakdown
voltage (≈ 140V ) with respect to air (≈ 330V ), whereas CO2 has a higher break-
down voltage (≈ 420V ) [111]. If the maximum surface charge concentration of
±100e/µm2 found in Chapter 3 and 4 is due to gas breakdown (i.e. discharge
through gas molecules), this limit would then be expected to change depend-
ing on the Paschen curve characteristic of the aerosolizing gas.
These three gases have been tested using the LDV technique on 2 µm silica
microspheres and using the Faraday tube technique on 2 µm and 8 µm Silica
microspheres. In these tests the two measurement techniques were run simul-
taneously. The gas reservoir was set at≈ 12mbar , whilst the chamber pressure
was 2.5mbar .
If the process was dominated by gas breakdown, the measured particle electri-
fication and/or the maximum particle surface charge concentration would be
expected to increase by around a factor of 3 (430V /140V ) between injections
using Argon and CO2. Results (Fig. 5.1) showed instead a much smaller varia-
tion in the measured charge using the Faraday cage technique: less than 40%
increase for 2µm particles and around 80% for 8 µm particles.
Similarly, single-particle measurements using the LDV technique showed an
increase in the mean surface charge concentration of ≈ 50% between Argon
and CO2 as aerosolizing gases (Fig. 5.2), still considerably less than a factor
of 3. Remarkably an similar increasing trend is observed using both measure-
ment techniques.
These observations are useful to constrain the possible processes causing an
upper and lower limit of around ±100e/µm2, which will be discussed in Chap-
ter 6.
In addition, it should be noted that besides the minimum breakdown voltage,
also the gas relative humidity may play a role in contact electrification: regard-
ing this data set, Argon and CO2 may be considered extremely dry; air can also
be considered fairly dry (< 2% RH, see Section 5.4) when injecting with low
pressure (12mbar in this case).
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Figure 5.1: Relative measured charge VS Breakdown voltage using the Fara-
day cage technique of repeated (3x) injections of 2 µm and 8 µm Silica micro-
spheres using respectively CO2, air and Argon as aerosolizing gas. The charge
was normalized to the charge measured in the Argon case, which was the low-
est. Around 40% variation for the 2 µm particles and 80% for the 8 µm particles
was observed. The gas reservoir pressure was fixed at 12 mbar and the cham-
ber pressure at 2.5 mbar. The breakdown voltages are respectively ≈ 140V for
Argon, ≈ 330V for air and ≈ 420V for CO2 [111].
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Figure 5.2: Scatter plot of the measured surface charge concentration against particle diameter of 2µm silica microsphere
particles using respectively CO2, air and Argon as aerosolizing gas. Next to the axis are plotted the respective distributions
(air with full line, argon with dash dotted and CO2 with dotted line) using the same color code.
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5.2 Effect of the reservoir gas pressure

The total charge over the entire particle cloud Q was measured using the Fara-
day tube technique (Section 2.5) as a function of the reservoir gas pressure,
using ≈ 11µm Soda Lime Glass spheres particles and the Al2O3 injector.
Results of the mean charge measured as a function of injection pressure are
shown in Fig. 5.3: the charge considerably drops for pi n j < 100mbar , whereas
no big variation is observed for higher injection pressure with a maximum
value found for pi n j = 100−300mbar .
In Figure 5.4 measured voltage time-series are shown for various injection
pressures: the highest voltage reached is observed for the injection at atmo-
spheric pressure (p0i = 1000mbar), and gradually decreases for injections with
lower reservoir gas pressure. From Figure 5.4 it can also be seen that charged
particles start exiting from the injector tube progressively later in time for lower
injection pressures, and keep on flowing longer. This behaviour might be due
to the lower mass of gas at lower pressures (the total gas and particle mass are
approximately equal at pi n j = 300mbar ), corresponding to a lower amount of
energy released; also, particles might keep on flowing longer due to their mo-
mentum even when the gas flow has ended, while in the highest pressure case
most of the particles might have already been aerosolized inside the chamber
when gas was still flowing along the tube.
Interestingly, the Reynolds number characteristic of the pipe flow can be esti-
mated as a function of the injection pressure, solving the Fanno flow equation
introduced in Section 1.2.1. The transition Reynolds number for laminar to
turbulent flow in a pipe is generally within the range 2000 < ReD < 4000 [112].
For initial reservoir gas pressure of p0i = 1000mbar and p0i = 300mbar the
tube Reynolds number is estimated to be in the turbulent regime (respectively
around Re ≈ 3.5 · 104 and Re ≈ 1 · 104), whereas already for p0i = 100mbar
the estimated Reynolds number falls into the transition regime (around Re ≈
3 ·103), and for p0i = 30mbar should drop within the laminar regime (around
Re ≈ 7 ·102). This might indicate that the number of collision undergoing be-
tween particles and injector tube during the injection process is substantially
reduced in the laminar flow regime, thus reducing the measured charge.
In addition, an order of magnitude calculation can be performed estimating
the threshold shear stress necessary for particle resuspension from the tube
surface and the fluid shear stress (see Section 1.2.2). Eq. 1.21 would pre-
dict a threshold shear stress τth ≈ 0.3Pa for a spherical particle with diameter
2r = 11.8µm. The threshold shear stress τth can then be compared with the
fluid shear stress exerted on the tube surface at a low pressure gas injection
(e.g. p0i = 30mbar , resulting in a mean gas density in the tube from Eq. 1.16 of
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Figure 5.3: Mean and standard deviation of the total measured charge as a
function of the injection pressure. A decreasing trend is observed for pi n j <
100mbar , where a transition from turbulent to laminar flow is expected.

ρg ≈ 0.013K g /m3). By estimating U∗ from Eq. 1.20 (Section 2.3.1), this (rough)
estimate would give a fluid shear stress τf ≈ 4Pa. As τf À τth, this calculation
would then predict particle resuspension (lifting) from the inner surface of the
tube, as experimentally observed.
It is worth remarking that electrical breakdown was seen for p0i ≤ 100mbar
(see Fig. 5.4) in the form of fast drops in the measured voltage. These aspects
will be examined in Section 5.3.

5.3 Electrical breakdown

Electrical discharges could be detected from the measured oscilloscope volt-
age as rapid and intense downwards spikes, typically > 1V , which could not
be resolved with the oscilloscope time resolution ∆t (usually ∆t = 3.2µs).
The discharge signal appears to be different when injecting with high pressure
(Fig. 5.5) or with low pressure (panel b in Fig. 5.7) in the gas reservoir: at high
pressure they were less in number but with an higher voltage change, at low
pressure they appeared to be more frequent but less intense (see also Fig. 5.4).
The charge associated with a discharging event could be quantified by inte-
gration of the corresponding voltage time-series. Generally, at high pressure
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Figure 5.4: Time series of the measured voltage on the injector tube varying
the injection pressure. The maximum voltage generated decreases with injec-
tion pressure; electrified particles start exiting the injector tube later in time at
lower pi n j , and they keep on exiting longer.
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discharges were observed only in case of high electrification and did not ex-
ceed 6% of the total measured charge. In the worst case event (Fig. 5.5) the
total charge lost due to discharges was ≈ 16%. Such intense events could also
be observed with the high-speed camera, as shown in Fig. 5.6 in the form of
light in the nozzle, and they were visible for a single frame (the frame rate was
usually 4000 fps). As a discharging event happening within the injector tube
would be invisible with the Faraday cage, it is suspected that in these cases the
highly electrified particle cloud that already left the tube breaks down through
the gas to the tube, even though there is no direct experimental evidence for it.
Interestingly, the first three discharging events in Fig. 5.5 are followed by a time
interval in which no electrical charges are leaving the tube for around 2.5ms.
This time interval is comparable to the characteristic time that a fluid particle
takes for traveling across the injector tube, estimated as τg as = L/U ≈ 1.9ms
where L is the length of the injector tube and U is the mean flow velocity (see
Section 2.3.1). This might be due to gas breakdown initiated by the electrified
particle cloud that has already been injected into the chamber. Such discharge
would then propagate inside the injector tube and discharge particles that are
still inside it, which do not show electrical charge when exiting the Faraday
tube system.
With injections at low pressure no visible light was associated with a detected
breakdown event.
When using insulating injector tubes, the copper tape enclosure was around
2cm shorter than the full length of the tube (50cm): this was done in order
to test if discharging occurred at the tube outlet. No difference was observed
after the removal of the last 2cm of copper enclosure, indicating that gas dis-
charges do not always occur/initiate at the nozzle.

5.4 Relative humidity effects on electrification
measurements

When using the Faraday tube technique with high injection pressure in the gas
reservoir, the relative humidity seen by the particles during the aerosolization
was poorly constrained. In fact, whereas low-pressure air within the cham-
ber had a low relative humidity due to the low water vapour partial pressure
(i.e. RH < 2%), the reservoir gas was at ambient relative humidity (poorly
constrained, generally RH ≈ 50%). The rapid gas decompression during the
injection process within the tube makes it difficult to determine the relative
humidity seen by the particles. For this reason, a dedicated investigation was
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Figure 5.5: An example of the measured injector voltage for Silica Micro-
spheres (µm) in Al2O3 tube (Injection pressure: 1bar . Chamber pressure:
2.5mbar ). The sampling frequency is 625kH z. In this (extreme) case the total
measured charge Q =−1.64 ·1012e, and the total charge lost due to visible dis-
charges (lightning) Qlost = −2.76 ·1011e. Visible lightning were detected with
the high speed camera. The flat region following discharge is interpreted to
be as a time interval in which particles exiting the tube are neutral due to the
diffuse discharge happened inside the tube.

conduced with a proper control over the relative humidity [107].
RH < 1% during the whole injection process could be achieved using dry Ar-
gon gas both within the environmental chamber and the gas reservoir. RH ≥
50% was achieved using ≈ 12mbar of pure water vapour in the chamber (cor-
responding to RH ' 50%) and ambient air at RH ' 50%. With all three con-
ditions (low, high and unconstrained RH) the chamber pressure was kept at
12mbar .
Two different samples, specifically 4µm Al2O3 and 2µm SiO2, have been tested
using a SiO2 injection tube. The results of these tests are shown in Table 5.1.
A good agreement upon the measured charge is seen between the low hu-
midity and the unconstrained case, indicating that in these experiments the
particles/surfaces may be considered dry as expected. Regarding the high-
humidity case, little difference was observed for Al2O3, however for the SiO2
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(a) Gas flow (no discharge) (b) Visible discharge

Figure 5.6: Two consecutive frames taken from high-speed imaging of the noz-
zle outlet at 4000 fps. This injection corresponds to the oscilloscope signal in
Fig. 5.5. The visible discharge (b) is the down signal at ≈ 0.15s of Fig. 5.5,
which was visible for only one frame.

microspheres an almost 10 times enhancement was seen in the measured
charge, reaching the maximum surface charge concentration found in Chap-
ter 3 and 4. A possible explanation for this large variation will be discussed in
Section 6.1.
In addition, another test was performed in which the T piece containing the
powder sample was heated up to 220°C typically for 15 minutes using a heat
gun prior to injection, while being in dry condition (at chamber pressure, ≈
2.5mbar , using both air and Argon, RH < 1%). Successively, injections were
performed when the particles/injector tube were still hot, or after waiting for
the system temperature to go back to ambient temperature. This test was
made in order to try avoiding completely the formation of a water layer at the
particle/surface contact. However, no significant variations were observed on
the final charge measurement results.

5.5 Particle electrification as a function of transit
through the injection tube

Particle electrification as a function of transit through the injection tube has
been studied using the Faraday tube technique (Section 2.5) with two different
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Figure 5.7: Voltage measured on the injection tube during an aerosolizing in-
jection, it should correspond to the rate of charge leaving (or entering) the
system. (Injection pressure: ≈ 20mbar . Chamber pressure: 2.5mbar ) Figure
8a) shows the first injection after cleaning of the injection system, figure 8b)
shows an injection performed after repeated injections in which it is assumed
that accumulation of particulates has occurred leading to increased charge ex-
change and also the observation of numerous “discharge” like features, these
have a rapid onset (fall lasting of the order of 1ns) and an exponential return to
previous voltage. The rapid onset is assumed to be a sudden transfer of charge
between the electrified aerosol and the injector tube within the chamber. The
exponential decay is compatible the subsequent discharge of the injector tube
through the oscilloscope probe resistor (10MΩ).
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Table 5.1: The dependence of measured surface charge concentration values
with respect to relative humidity is presented for 2 samples. The injector ma-
terial used in these experiments was always SiO2. *RH < 2% is the relative hu-
midity inside the environmental chamber that particles experience before the
injection process. The gas from the injection side is air at ambient humidity
(RH ≈ 50%), therefore the humidity seen by the particles during the injection
process may vary and is poorly constrained.

Particle material Humidity �1%
(Argon)

Humidity < 2%
(Air*)

Humidity
≈50% (Air)

Al2O3 (4.6µm) +40 ± 7 +50 ± 9 +33 ± 3
SiO2 (2µm) -11 ± 0.3 -14 ± 5 -104 ± 3

set of tests.
The first consisted of splitting the Faraday system into two sections: the T
piece (length: 4 cm) and the long tube (length: 42 cm) were electrically isolated
in order to study individually the Q transferred to each section. The amount
of charge exchanged with the T piece is measured integrating the oscilloscope
channel 1 signal Q1 = QCH1. These charged particles must enter in the long
tube section generating the same signal with an opposite polarity, as shown
in Fig. 5.8. The charge generated in the long tube section is then quantified
as Q2 = QCH1 +QCH2. Such technique allows also to calculate the total net
charge generated as Qtot = Q1 +Q2 = 2QCH1 +QCH2. A typical measurement
(Fig. 5.8) shows that around 10% of the total charge is generated in the T piece
(Q1/Q2 ≈ 0.1). These tests also confirmed that the ball valve connecting the
T piece and the long tube (valve 2 in Fig. 2.3) seems not to contribute signifi-
cantly to the particle charge generation.
A second set of tests was performed by reducing the length of the copper foil
enclosure (i.e. reducing the Faraday tube length) to around 18cm with respect
to the typical 48cm (i.e. to around 38% of the length). Using Al2O3 as the
tube material and 11.8 µm Soda Lime Glass spheres the measured charge was
−8.3±0.6·10−8C and −8.7±0.3·10−8C for respectively the long and short Fara-
day tube injecting the same particle mass, i.e. essentially the same transferred
Q.
Such results indicate that the T piece section (4 cm long) is not enough to gen-
erate the maximum charging, whereas it is reached already after 18 cm from
the beginning of the T piece section. As it is not clear whether single or mul-
tiple wall interactions are necessary to achieve this charge, these results indi-
cate either a weak dependence of electrification upon tube length (this would
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Figure 5.8: Raw oscilloscope data from a measurement of the voltage on the T
piece (Channel 1) and the long tube portion (Channel 2). It can be observed
that particles initially leave the T piece (positive voltage on Ch 1) and enter the
long tube (mirrored negative voltage on Ch 2). When particles leave the long
tube, a net positive current is measured on Ch 2. By integration of the 2 por-
tions, it can be observed that the total charge generated in the long tube por-
tion is higher than in the T piece. In this specific test Soda Lime Glass spheres
(1-8 µm) were electrified against a stainless steel injector, with reservoir and
chamber pressure respectively p0 = 11.6mbar , pch = 2.5mbar .

imply that not every particle has experienced collisions with the injector sys-
tem within the T piece section) or possibly that a maximum electrification had
been achieved already after transiting for 18 cm as a result of multiple con-
tacts.
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6
DISCUSSIONS

6.1 A predictive model for contact electrification

In Section 4.1 a linear correlation is seen between χAGR (absolute generalized
relative electronegativity) and the surface charge concentration σ on a parti-
cle.
A simple physical interpretation with regards to this correlation can be derived
based upon an electron transfer model applied to insulators [107]. When a
contact between particle and wall is established, χAGR may be interpreted as
a potential difference dV , as electronegativity represents the energy change
which accompanies the removal or addition of one electron [113]. Electron
transfer between the two surfaces may then be expected to occur until an
equal and opposite potential is produced.
The electrical charge concentration at the contact site necessary to achieve
this potential (σc) may be quantified by treating the two contacting surfaces
as a classical parallel plate capacitor:

σc = dV

δl
·ε0εr =χAGR ·ε0εr/δl (6.1)

Where ε0εr is the permittivity at the contact site and δl is the effective surface-
particle separation, which may be estimated as the effective bond length. The
ratio dV

δl
can be interpreted as the electric field generated at the contact site.

The charge q transferred from the reference (injector tube) surface to a particle
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may then be determined given the contact area (Ac):

q =σ4πr 2 =σc Ac = AcχAGR ·ε0εr/δl (6.2)

Here σ is the total surface charge concentration if the charge is assumed to be
spread over the entire particle surface, whereas σc is the surface charge con-
centration developed at the contact site.
This model allows a prediction of the surface charge concentration depen-
dence as a function of the absolute generalized relative electronegativity χAGR

(the parameter a in Eq.4.1, Fig. 4.1) as:

a = dσ

dχAGR
= Ac

4πr 2

ε0εr

δl
(6.3)

This simple calculation can be applied to any material with a known chemi-
cal composition. For example with SiO2, the separation δl can be estimated
from the silicon-oxigen bond length (δl ≈ 1.6Å) and the relative permittivity
is εr ≈ 3.9. The major problem comes when estimating the effective contact
area of particle-surface contact. Previous experimental determination of the
contact adhesive force has been made for some micron-scale particles [79, 80,
114]]. The measured values are in reasonable agreement with the adhesive
force that would be predicted from simplistic classical adhesion models as
Fadh = 2Cadhr , where Cadh is an empirical parameter [15]. The contact area
may be estimated in first approximation from the classical Hertzian model as:

Ac =π

(
3F R∗
4Y∗

)2/3

(6.4)

Where 1
R∗

= 1
R1

+ 1
R2

is used to calculate the effective radius, where R1 and R2

are the radius of the two contacting surfaces (R∗ is equal to the particle radius,
for particle-wall contact where R2 →∞) and 1

Y ∗ = 1
Y1

+ 1
Y2

the effective Young’s
modulus.
For a 6µm SiO2 particle, given an adhesive force Fadh ≈ 5nN [79], knowing the
effective Young’s modulus for glass-glass contact (Y∗ ≈ 36GPa) and assuming
a smooth sphere, Eq. 6.4 gives a contact area of around Ac ≈ 144nm2 and
therefore a predicted gradient of dσ/dχAGR ≈ 1.7e/µm2/V . Interestingly, this
is in reasonable (order of magnitude) agreement with the measured gradient
(4.7e/µm2/V , as calculated in Section 4.1), implying that such a simple model
is not unreasonable and may be representative of the contact electrification
process.
This simple model does not directly take into account the b parameter in Eq.
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4.1 which implies that even two chemically identical materials will still ex-
change charge. Such offset has been observed also in other previous stud-
ies [42, 43] and might be interpreted as the manifestation of the experimen-
tally observed size dependence in tribo-electrification [36, 47, 48, 50], where
two contacting particles of dissimilar sizes tend to electrify with the small par-
ticle being negative and the large particle (in this case the tube surface) posi-
tive (see also Section 1.1.4).
It may be argued here that these oxide materials are classical insulators, i.e. the
electrons are not mobile at their surfaces. Importantly, here the oxide materi-
als cannot be considered as classical insulators, as the electric field generated
at the contact site exceeds their typical dielectric strength (107−108V /m). This
also implies that a significant charge spreading is expected to occur, until the
electric field decreases below the dielectric breakdown voltage. This is roughly
10% of the volume of a Silica particle (dielectric strength around 3 ·107V /m),
considering all the charge concentrated initially in the contact area.
Remarkably, this is merely an order of magnitude estimate and may lead to
large errors, especially due to a poor estimation of the effective contact area:
the adhesive force is only estimated from previous experimental work [79, 80,
114], and surface roughness is neglected.
As observed in Section 5.4, a substantial increase in the measured surface
charge concentration has been observed at high humidity (i.e. around 50%)
specifically for Silica particles. This effect might be due to the creation of sur-
face adhered water which may form water bridges, significantly increasing the
effective contact area. This effect would then be expected to be material de-
pendent, based on the hygroscopicity of the particle/injector material. This
argument is supported by observations of anomalous enhanced adhesion ob-
served for silica microsphere particles at high RH values [79, 115]. An alterna-
tive charge exchange process as ion exchange might also happen through the
water layer, thus enhancing the measured charge.

The predictive model presented here may have general validity for both
conductive/insulating materials. Electronegativity is defined as the tendency
of an atom to attract electrons, and in its generalized form extends its meaning
to molecules. Similarly, the work function is defined as the thermodynamic
work necessary in order to remove an electron from the material to vacuum
in a state of rest nearby the surface. However, these two quantities are not en-
tirely equivalent (see Fig. 4.5). Electronegativity can be analytically calculated
(e.g. in the absolute Mullikan’s scale is the mean of the ionization energy and
electron affinity), whether the electron work function rely on measurements
that substantially vary in literature depending on the experimental technique,
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and it is dependent on crystal face orientation. Based on the results of this
work, neither of the two quantities is extremely well correlated to the surface
charge concentration measured with metals (Fig. 4.3, 4.4) but also both show
a certain trend.
Also, since typical electric fields locally generated at the contact site exceed
the dielectric breakdown limit typical of insulators it may be reasonable to
consider such insulators equivalent to conductive materials (at least locally).

6.2 Electron transfer VS ion transfer models: reasons
for supporting electron transfer in dry contact
electrification

Whereas the contact electrification process between two metallic (conductive)
surfaces is almost certainly due to electron transfer [25, 26], there is still dis-
agreement upon the charge transfer mechanisms in insulators: this can po-
tentially be due either to electron or ion transfer, or possibly a combination of
the two processes [41] (see Section 1.1).
Usually ion-contaminant transfer models involve the presence of a water layer
at the contact site and/or are correlated with the Lewis acid/base property of
the materials. As discussed in Section 5.4, at extremely dry conditions (RH ¿
1%) contact electrification is still present i.e. a water layer is not required for
charge exchange to happen, and we also observed little dependence upon the
surrounding gas (Section 5.1). For this reason we might argue here that the
contact electrification mechanism is not necessarily related to materials in so-
lutions (i.e. the presence of adsorbed surface water) and ionization of water or
gas molecules as charge carriers in the form of ions. It is not possible though
to exclude entirely that ions can be carried from one material to another, as
claimed in Wiles et al. [41]. For example, ion-material transfer is energetically
plausible: the vaporization energy of SiO2 is 143.4 kcal/mol [116] (i.e. ≈ 6eV
per molecule) and indicates the amount of energy needed to break molecular
bonds at the surface. This value is roughly comparable with the difference in
χAG between the materials used here, and it is an underestimate as it does not
consider the energy recover when the ion is transferred on the opposite sur-
face. However there is no direct evidence for this material transfer to be hap-
pening and further investigations should be carried on, e.g. involving trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) on particles after contact charging.
None of the arguments presented here would prove that an exclusive process
(either electron or ion transfer) is always the charge carrier. Nevertheless, the
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discussion presented in 6.1 indicate that a simple electron transfer model based
the chemical properties of the two surfaces (i.e. electron affinity and ioniza-
tion potential, electronegativity) correlates well with our data set and also with
similar previous experimental studies (see Section 6.4), at least for pure oxides.
It would be clearly of great interest to try applying this model to more complex
chemical structures, e.g. polymers. Here another problem arises: estimating
an absolute generalized electronegativity for such materials. This can be an-
other research challenge for extending this study.

6.3 Limiting factors for the maximum measured charge

The concept of a maximum surface charge concentration has deep roots in lit-
erature and is supported by a large range of experimental studies [14,23,32,46,
55], with measured values around 0.01−0.1mC /m2 (60−600e/µm2).
In Section 3.1 single-particle charge measurement revealed a large set of elec-
trified particles with a narrow surface charge concentration range around
±100e/µm2. This upper and lower limit was seen also when measuring the
average surface charge concentration over the whole particle cloud in Section
4.1. It is not clear why a process with such complex dynamics, i.e. involving
possibly multiple collisions between particles and the injector wall and with
highly non-stationary flow, should lead to a well defined limit for the surface
charge concentration instead of a broad distribution of electrification states.
A possible explanation would involve the concept of an upper limit (maximum
surface charge concentration). The physical nature of this limit might be elec-
trical breakdown through gas molecules, essentially due to the potential dif-
ference established between a particle and the injector wall. However, for a
single spherical particle the surface voltage is calculated as V = q/4πε0r , e.g.
for a 8 µm particle it is around 5.5V , which is then well below the minimum
gas breakdown voltage of e.g. ≈ 300V for air. Also, the typical length scale, i.e.
particle size, and pressure (p ·d < 0.01mbar ·cm) makes this process extremely
unlikely, given the Paschen curve for e.g. air (Fig 1.1).
Gas discharge is more likely at the macroscopic scale of the injection tube: con-
sidering a number concentration of electrified particle of around 105/mm3

(which is reasonable given the total number of particles per injection, usually
1010 for a 1 µm particle), and assuming an average charge of around 400e per
particle (see Table 3.1), a particle cloud of the size of the tube radius (e.g. a
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sphere with 2 mm diameter) would have a potential at its surface of:

Vsur = Q

4πε0R
≈ 1000V (6.5)

which is compatible with gas breakdown given the Paschen curve, also con-
sidering that the chamber pressure is around 2.5mbar and the characteristic
distance 2mm makes it around the minimum for Paschen breakdown. This
order-of-magnitude calculation shows that the intense spikes observed some-
times on the oscilloscope signal (e.g. in Fig. 5.7) may be due to gas breakdown
from a cloud of electrified particles to the injector tube. A flat region following
a discharge, as in Fig. 5.5, may imply that the breakdown can propagate inside
the injector tube discharging particles that are flowing in the tube. Such flat
(neutral) regions lasted for around 2− 3ms, interestingly this is comparable
with the time it takes for a fluid particle to travel from the reservoir to the tube
exit (see Section 5.3).
Another process possibly driving gas breakdown might be due to electrified
aggregates: in Section 3.3, the effective surface voltage of an electrified aggre-
gate (≈ 55e/µm2 for a 1 mm aggregate) would be around ≈ 400V which is in
reasonable agreement with the voltage expected if limited by gas breakdown
at this pressure-distance range (≈ 1mbar ·cm).

However, as gas breakdown was only sometimes observed, none of the ar-
guments presented above would explain such a large set of equally electrified
particles, with a limit around ±100e/µm2. A possible explanation for it may be
electron field emission [25,26], expected for electric fields exceeding> 109V/m
at the contact site. For this, we may assume all the measured charge as con-
centrated in the contact area, which from Eq. 6.4 may be again estimated as
Ac ≈ 144nm2 (see Section 6.1) obtaining a surface charge density in the con-
tact area σc ≈ 8·107e/µm2. This would then generate an electric field between
the particle surface and the injector tube (calculated as the electric field of a
parallel plate capacitor) of:

E =σc /ε0 ≈ 1012V/m (6.6)

which is exceeding by three orders of magnitude the electric field required for
field emission. It should be noted here that this model assumes a perfectly
smooth sphere and reference surface (which is not realistic), and assumes that
there is no water bridging possibly enhancing the contact area. Also, electri-
cal charge spreading may happen as the local electric field exceeds the dielec-
tric breakdown of these materials [63] (typically of the order of 107 −108V/m).
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Therefore a combination of electron field emission and lateral charge spread-
ing (locally causing these insulating materials to become conductive) might
contribute to the observed well defined maximum surface charge concentra-
tion.

6.4 Comparing the results with previous experimental
works

This work showed reasonable agreement upon the order of magnitude of the
maximum surface charge concentration measured for insulating particles, i.e.
around 0.1mC /m2 [14, 23, 32, 42, 43, 46, 55].
Remarkably, extremely good agreement was found with the work of Oguchi
and Tamatani [42], where also a linear relation was shown between general-
ized electronegativity and the charge per mass of several oxide powders. In
their work a different approach was followed, where micron-sized particles
were blown into a Faraday cup after being in contact with a reference mate-
rial (i.e. larger grains of Iron oxide particles, impeded to enter the faraday cup
through a metal mesh).
Specifically for oxides it was found the following relation:

Q0 = Qρ0

M
= 427−37.1χ(P,G) (6.7)

where ρ0 is the specific gravity (i.e. the ratio between the particle density and
a reference density) and χ(P,G) is the generalized electronegativity expressed
in Pauling’s units. Similar linear relations were found for a set of fluorides and
sulfides particles.
It is possible to convert the relation obtained by Oguchi and Tamatani [42] (Eq.
6.7) in the same units used in this work (Section 4.1, Eq. 4.1): this is done by
converting electronegativity from Pauling’s units χ(P,G) into the absolute gen-
eralized electronegativity χAGR, and the charge Q0 into surface charge concen-
tration σ. This was possible because in [42] particle sizes were all within a
narrow range, around 0.4µm.
The results of this comparison are presented in Fig. 6.1, together with the nu-
merical values for a and b in Table 6.1, including also the a value predicted
by the physical model presented in Section 6.1 (Eq. 6.3). The experimental
values are in extremely good agreement, especially considering the typical un-
certainties in experimental studies of contact electrification [24, 25]. Also a
comparable offset for electrification of a particle against the same reference
material is found (b value in Table 6.1), even though specifically in [42] neutral
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Table 6.1: A list of the a and b parameters comparing the present work, the
work of Oguchi & Tamatani [42,43], and the value obtained from the proposed
physical model (Eq. 6.3). The injector (reference surface) material composi-
tion is in all cases an oxide.

Particle composition
a

[e/µm2/V ]
b

[e/µm2]

Oxides fit (this work) 4.7±0.9 −27±10
Oxides [42, 43] 4.9 −20
Fluorides [42, 43] 3.6 −35
Sulfides [42, 43] 3.1 −57
Predictive model for oxides (Eq. 6.3) 1.7 0

charge was measured with SiO2 against quartz as a reference material.

On another hand, measurements of metal (conductive) particles presented
in this thesis led to results that are not entirely agreeing with those obtained
by Harper [26]. Despite being 50 years old, Harper’s work is, to the knowledge
of the author, still the most relevant for correlating charge and electron work
function for metal spheres, followed by Lowell’s work [27] which essentially
confirmed his results. Harper obtained a better correlation with work function
than the one found here (Fig. 4.3). His successful correlation was attained only
when the contact potentials were measured for the actual surfaces for which
the charge was determined [26]. This was possible due to the large sizes of his
metal spheres (mm size) while is not possible in our setup, as we used micron
sized particles. Also oxidized layers play a role in the determination of contact
charging: measurements of copper particles in copper tube clearly showed
that non-oxidized (or less oxidized) surfaces lead to much different results (i.e.
change in the charge polarity) (see Section 2.7). Also Harper observed a lower
charge than the theoretically predicted one, justifying it by the presence of sur-
face impurities and oxidized layers.
Interestingly, Harper measured low surface charge concentration values, of
around 10−5mC /m2 (0.05e/µm2) for a 4mm chromium metal sphere, in con-
tact with other 13mm metal spheres [24, 26], i.e. 3 order of magnitude lower.
This might be due to the invasive measurement technique, as the two spheres
were attached to precision-lever apparatus.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between the predictive model found in Section 4.1
and the models derived in Oguchi & Tamatani, 1986 [42]. The latter have been
converted in the units used in this work (χAGR in [eV /e] and σ in [e/µm2]).

6.5 Effect of broad size distribution and particle
composition for volcanic ash samples

A downside of measuring an average surface charge concentration using the
Faraday tube technique is represented by the need to apply an effective mean
particle size of the sample. Clearly using the mean value of the particle size
distribution should work reasonably well for narrow PSD. However, for broad
size distribution and non spherical particle the mean value of the volumetric
PSD introduces an error.
This effect is seen especially when using volcanic ash samples (Section 4.3),
where size and composition dependence could not be accurately isolated. The
generated charge appears to be dominated by the fine particle fraction. This
is particularly evident for the sample ’MSH’, which shows a too high surface
charge concentration (see Fig. 4.7). In this case, also uncertainty on the de-
termination of χAGR furthermore complicate the picture. It would be of great
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interest for future studies to be able to study with a narrow PSD to constrain
better the composition dependence for both metal and volcanic ash samples.
Also for natural samples such as volcanic ash, there is the need of developing
a better way of estimating the effective χAGR: ash is not, in fact, a composition
of pure oxides. Eq. 4.2 applies well only for pure oxides, whether other forms
of chemical component might require a different formulation.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this work novel precision techniques have been developed and applied in
order to study the contact electrification process (also known as tribo electri-
fication) in solid aerosolized particles. Specifically, the dependence upon size,
chemical composition and aerosolizing gas properties has been investigated.
An aerosolizer system was used to disperse (aerosolize) solid particles into an
environmental chamber under controlled conditions (gas composition, pres-
sure and relative humidity). This was achieved by the rapid decompression of
a gas reservoir through an injector tube. Particles were electrified by contact
with the injector tube during the aerosolization process. Several combinations
of particles (i.e. oxides, metals and volcanic ash samples) and injector tube
material were studied.
In one measurement technique an AC electric field was applied and a 2D Laser
Doppler Velocimeter was used to measure simultaneously the size and electric
charge of individual grains by determining their settling and drift velocities.
Particles interacting with the injector tube were seen to be electrified with a
narrow range of surface charge concentration σ of around ±100e/µm2, inde-
pendently of particle size (i.e. the charge on a particle scales with its total sur-
face area). It was proposed that contact electrification was high for these parti-
cles, limited by some form of discharge. Electron field emission at the contact
site has been potentially identified as the physical process limiting the maxi-
mum surface charge concentration, as the electric field generated at the con-
tact site would be in excess of the one necessary for field emission (≈ 109V/m).
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Possibly lateral charge spreading across the particle material (due to overcom-
ing of the material dielectric breakdown limit) also occurred.
In a second measurement technique a conductive Faraday cage enclosed the
injector tube, and the current generated by charged particles exiting the tube
was measured using an oscilloscope (i.e. a Faraday tube type technique). The
average charge/mass over the entire particle cloud measured with oxide pow-
ders (1-45 µm) was seen to have an inverse dependence on particle size (1/r),
consistent with a constant particle surface charge concentration (as also seen
with the single particle LDV technique).
Interestingly, the measured surface charge concentration for a set of oxide (in-
sulating) particles was also seen to correlate linearly with particle composi-
tion, expressed using the absolute generalized relative electronegativity χAGR,
which can be calculated by knowing the electronegativity of the metal ele-
ment bound in the oxide molecule and its valence. The simple relation for
estimating (predicting) particle surface charge concentration is expressed as
σ = aχAGR −b, where a = 4.7e/µm2/V, b = −27e/µm2 are empirical parame-
ters calculated from a linear fit to our experimental data set. A more general
expression has also been formulated for estimating χAG in compound materi-
als (e.g. soda lime glass) by taking into account the molecule number percent-
age of each oxide composing the compound.
A physical interpretation of this model is put forward. Here the absolute gen-
eralized relative electronegativity χAGR is interpreted as an effective contact
potential difference, and the magnitude of the charge exchanged is such that
it produces an equal and opposite potential. By estimating the contact area
using conventional models, this expression leads to a prediction of the gradi-
ent a = dσ/dχAGR in reasonable agreement with the experimentally derived
gradient. This simple model may potentially be used to predict the electrifica-
tion between any contacting material, once the effective χAGR is known. The
magnitude of the electric field at the contact site (which is far in excess of the
dielectric breakdown voltage of the material) and the characteristic small spa-
tial scale (≈nm) might allow electron transfer, despite these materials being
classically considered insulators.
The charge of particle aggregates (as large as mm size) was measured, with
their surface charge concentration ranging from almost zero up to 55e/µm2.
The amount of aggregated particles and also particle adhesion to the injector
tube wall was seen to reduce the total charge measured. Cohesion/adhesion
were observed to increase at small particle size, and were highly significant for
particles smaller than 1 µm.
Electrification of metal (conductive) powders has also been measured using
metal injector tube (copper or stainless steel): the range of surface charge con-
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centrations was seen to be compatible with the one determined for oxide pow-
ders, and a correlation with relative electron work function and electronegativ-
ity was observed although this trend was less clear than the one observed with
oxides, presumably due to poor determination of the work function.
Contact charging of volcanic ash samples was measured, and results confirmed
a surface charge concentration within the expected range, again showing a
tendency for the measured charge/mass to increase with the inverse of parti-
cle size 1/r (constant surface charge concentration). A reasonable agreement
was found with the predictive model for oxides (Eq. 4.1) by considering the
particles composed of pure SiO2. Surprisingly, no clear dependence was found
upon minor mineral components. Broad particle size distributions were seen
to constitute an additional source of uncertainty.
The generated charge was also investigated as a function of the aerosolizing
gas composition using air, Argon and CO2. The mean measured surface charge
concentration did not seem to correlate linearly with breakdown voltages typ-
ical of these gases, indicating that gas breakdown should not be the limiting
factor for the generated charge. However, a trend was observed for increasing
charge with around 50% increase between Ar and CO2.
Relative humidity was seen to play an important role specifically for silica
(SiO2), showing almost 10 times increased surface charge concentration at
around 50% RH. Note that most of the experiments performed here can be
considered to be in dry conditions (RH < 2%).
Electrical breakdown through gas was sometimes observed both through char-
acteristic features seen on the injector tube voltage (rapid and intense spikes),
and as light using an high speed camera (glow discharge). Such discharges
might be due to gas breakdown between the electrified (aerosolized) particle
cloud inside the chamber and the injector tube. A single discharge was seen
to reduce as much as 6% the total generated charge.
Particle electrification as a function of transit inside the injector tube was stud-
ied by modifying the length of the Faraday tube extension. Results showed
that after around 38% of the total tube length a maximum charge was already
reached. Also the effect of varying the reservoir gas (air) pressure was inves-
tigated, here the charge of the entire particle cloud was not seen to vary for
initial reservoir pressures between 1bar and 100mbar, but decreased below
100 mbar (chamber pressure at 2.5 mbar). This corresponds to the expected
pressure threshold for a transition between turbulent and laminar flow within
the aerosolizing injector tube: although it is not clear if single or multiple col-
lisions are necessary to reach this maximum charge, such observations indi-
cated that the number of particles colliding with the injector tube is crucial for
the total charge generated over the entire particle cloud.
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The charge values obtained in this work are in reasonable agreement (order of
magnitude) with typical values measured in previous experimental work. In
particular, the composition dependence addressed here agrees extremely well
with a previous study from Oguchi and Tamatani [42], where the measured
charge was also seen to relate with the generalized electronegativity.

Despite the persistent lack of a universally accepted model for contact
electrification, this work is hoped to be of considerable use in predicting and
understanding contact electrification in aerosol particles (especially insula-
tors), and also for placing further requirements to possible models.
Potentially interesting ideas for continuing and extending this study include a
dedicated investigation of contact electrification between particles composed
of the same material and different sizes, which is one of the many unanswered
questions in contact electrification. The LDV measurement technique would
be appropriate to investigate such phenomena as it can directly measure size
and charge of individual grains, but another aerosolizing technique which re-
duces the influence of particle-wall contact should be developed: for exam-
ple, it may help using a shorter and wider aerosolizing tube, using a material
such that its chemical composition should not lead to high charging (its abso-
lute generalized electronegativity may be determined by using our predictive
model in Eq. 4.1). Also interesting would be investigating the origin of the b
offset in Eq. 4.1, which expresses the surface charge concentration of a particle
contacting against the same reference material. Other insulating compounds
(e.g. salts, polymers) should be studied for a comprehensive understanding of
contact charging in insulators. Another great challenge would be to extend the
generalized electronegativity model to more complex chemical compositions,
in order to predict contact electrification in all (dry) insulating and possibly
also conductive materials. In addition, dedicated studies of the surface of con-
tact electrified materials (e.g. using AFM, atomic force microscopy) could be
of considerable use for understanding what is the charge carrier in various ma-
terials and environmental conditions.
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